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Departments
make budget
requests known
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The Murray city budget committee met for the second time
Tuesday night and heard budget requests from department managers.
In keeping with the recycling festivities earlier in the day, Matt
Mattingly, director of administration, requested an amount of $6,000
to purchase a paper recycling fluffer to go with the cardboard baler
dedicated earlier Tuesday ath Murray State University's North Farm
on 16th Street. The money would be in-kind money designated to
match a grant that MSU has applied for to enhance the recycling
capabilities.
"It's a revolving door of who participates." he said, "and we're at
that door now."
Mattingly also requested monies to replace windows on th.: second floor of City Hall and money to implement an upgrade to the
current e-mail system and server equipment. The total amount
requested is $76,000.
Don Rogers, supenntendent of sanitation, placed a hefty but,
what he called, necessary request before the committee to purchase
a $211,01X1 front-end load garbage truck, which would allow dumpsters to be emptied more safely. According to Rogers. the current
way dumpsters are being unloaded is unsafe and about 25 years
"behind the times."
• "It's as big a step as when we went to automated for residential."
lk said.
Other items on Rogers' wishlist are $50,1X10 worth.) large dumpKers for the new truck; S25,(XX) worth of small dumpsters; approximately 350 96-gallon garbage containers for $22,000; and a request
for $4,5(X) to remodel the sanitation department break room, locker
room and front offices that amounted to $312,500.
• The requests proposed by J.L. Barnett, director of public works,
included carryovers from last year, money if repairs are needed for
wells and other equipment, money for safety equipment, money to
purchase a new truck which will be shared with the gas and water

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and limes
Members of the Murray Environmental Student Society (MESS)cut the ceremonial ribbon Tuesday afternoon during the dedication ceremony for the cardboard baler at the North Farm. Also pictured are those influential in applying for the $135.000
grant and supporting the effort.

Community is eco-friendly one
City, county, MSU work toward green goals
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Clinton's Pa. win still
leaves her as underdog

when MSU is out of session.
The next Make-A-Difference
day will be May 77.
In a collaborative environmental effort between Murray
State University, Murray and
Calloway County, a large blue
cardboard compactor was purchased with grant money and is
ready for action at the university's North Farm
"This is a community-wide
facility, community-wide service and because of that it's a
community-wide effort." said
MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn
during a dedication ceremony
Tuesday afternoon. "This is one
effort in what I hope is a long
line of efforts over time"
The cardboard baler can be
operated by one person and will
be able to bale all the cardboard
already at the North Farm in just
tour hours. Each bale will be
sold for $50 and saves one tree,
said Harper.
"It is a pleasure and a real
excitement for me to be a little
bitty part in this and say let's go
on and let's recycle and everything else we can do,- said
Murra) Mayor Tom Rushing.

II See Page 2A
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SheriffPolicelogs
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
-A theft was reported Friday at 2:16 a m
-A burglary was reported at 12 12 p.m
-A theft was reported to the sheriff's department at 2:23 p.m.
-Theft of wire at a new home under construction was reported at
2:36 p.m. on Bethel Road.
-Criminal mischief was reported at 6:02 p.m. on Berlin Road. A
subject was breaking windows in a trailer.
-Theft of items from a storage shed was reported on Myrtle
Drive Saturday at 6.45 a.m
-A burglary was reported at 1.38 p.m
-A gas drive-off was reported from the Lynn Grove Store at 6:59
p.m.
-A theft was reported on Wadesboio Road Sunday at 9.08 a.m.
-A burglary was reported at 10:09 a.m.
-A fire was reported on 94 W. at 156 p.m.
-Theft of fishing equipment was reported on Hillcrest Drive at
3:49 p.m.
Murray Police Department
-A traffic accident was reported on 15th and Main Streets Friday
at 7:29 a.m.
-Cnminal mischief was reported at Embassy Apartments at 848
a.m. A caller reported glass was broken out of the vehicle.
-A traffic accident was reported on 4th and Poplar Streets at
11:39 am
-A traffic accident was reported at 801 Paramount Dr. at 1.44
p.m.
-A traffic accident was reported in the Food Giant parking lot at
1:47 p.m.
-A traffic accident was reported all3th and Main Streets at 3:27
p.m.
-A traffic accident was reported at Bradley Bookstore at 4.18
p.m.
-A traffic accident was reported on Main Street at 622 p.m.
-A burglary was reported at 505 N. 6th St. at 6:55 p.m.
-A hit-and-run was reported at Food Giant Saturday at 12:15
p.m.
-A traffic accident was reported at 809 N. 12th St. at 2:31 p.m.
--A traffic accident was reported at 809 N. 12th St. at 3:09 p.m.
-Criminal mischief was reported at 602 Pine St. at 3:52 p.m. A
warrant was served on Bradley Hale who tried to sell a vehicle
belonging to another woman without her knowledge.
-Tiffany Johnson was cited for shoplifting at Dollar General at 5
p.m.
-A gas-drive off was reported at Kroger at 6:25 p.m.
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on 121 South near
the New Concord Post Office at 7:42 p.m.
-Criminal mischief was reported three houses down from 1208
Peggy Ann Dr. at 9:37 p.m. Subjects were toilet-papering a
neighbor's house.
--A subject reported an assault Sunday at 3:07 a.m.
-Theft of newspapers was reported at 808 N. 12th St. at 9:15
a.m. Courier-Journals were stolen out of the rack.
-Vandalism to a vehicle was reported at 95 Welch Dr. at 1:27
p.m.
-Theft of a plaqus and flowers was reported at the city cemetery
at 2:03 p.m
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.
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Green goals

From Front
Rushing and Dunn applauded
the students of the Murray
Environmental Student Society.
"The M.E.S.S students are
indicative of a change happening on this campus," said Dunn.
"There's an expectation on their
part that as a large organization
we need to be doing some
things."
On the first Saturday of every
month, citizens are encouraged
to drop cardboard items off at
the North Farm.
For Chuck Ehrsam, owner of
A Green House, a recycling
pick-up service, the environmental effort just comes(pardon
the pun) natural.
Growing up in scouting and
eventually earning the rani of
Eagle Scout, Ehrsam said he has
always been interested in the
environment and that interest
took a greater form when he saw
the positive effects of environmental education while at
Murray State.
When Ehrsam became an all
teacher, he blended that and the
environment together.
"Recycling became my art,"
he said. "My art's always been
about the environment. What's

•••

tUi

art going to be if we don't have
the quality of life to enjoy
After seeing the need in the
community, Ehrsam launched
his home and business recycling
pick-up service last September.
"I decided I'd waited long
enough for someone else to do
it," he said.
Once a month — and getting
closer to every two weeks —
Ehrsam has 40,(X)0 pounds of
recycables ready for pick-up.
QRS Recycling hauls the
recycables to its Nashville plant
where a state-of-the-art sorter
whisks through trash and conveniently tosses, blows and magnetizes items into appropnate
containers.
Depending on the product,
Ehrsam said it then proceeds to
different locations in Tennessee,
but most of the recycled materials are sold to China.
Increased interest in recycling is, in part, due to a change
in perspective, according to
Ehrsam.
"It's in changed perspective,"
he said. -That's one of the reasons people are 'going green.'
We're seeing our boundaries:
there's a finite amount of
resources."
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QUILT WINNER: American ()Oiler's Society president
Meredith Schroeder, right, presents "Best of Show" winner
Ted Storm-van Weelden of South Gravenzande, Netherlands,
with her award during the 24th annual guilt show and contest
at the Luther F. Carson Four Rivers Performing Arts Center in
Paducah, Ky., Tuesday

•Budget requests ...
From Front
systems, two new computers
and repairs at the generator
room and operator's office.
With the carry-overs included,
the amount of money requested
is $2.5 million.
The natural gas department
requested money for a natural
gas leak detector, safety equipment, a new copy machine, sys-

neurology
William Hogancamp, M.D.

tern improvements and a drilling
machine. The total amount
requested is $293,437.
Maintenance money was
requested by Phillip Morris,
director of the transfer station
and landfill. He also requested
$8,000 for a new computer and
updated software for the transfer
station. Money for a 2009 Ford
Ranger Super Cab truck was
requested to replace the 1989
model they are currently using;
$343,250 was requested for the
vee gum pit closure and to dig
pits to meet state regulations
and expansion of the landfill.
The total amount requested is
$447,170.
David Roberts, director of
planning and engineenng, outlined needs for drainage additions for storm run-off on 10th
and Payne streets; drainage
improvements at Spring Creek

just south of Tabard Drive:
money to be allocated for small
in-house projects; a storrnwater
infrastructure study at Doran
Road and Magnolia to Spnng
Creek.
The total amount
requested is $160,000.
Roberts also presented information on the need for $10,000
for software maintenance used
for the storage, retrieval, viewing, plotting and printing of
files, images and data. Another
$15,000 was requested to
update the existing control network. The total amount requested is $27,000.
In the planning department,
Roberts requested money to perform a review of the zoning
ordinances.
The proposed
budget all stay the same as last
year at $18,000.
Rose Wilson in the department of Murray Municipal

Gateway Ford

Primary Core Medical Center would like to welcome Dr. William Hogancamp
to our medical staff
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Utilities and Finance requested
$3,000 for two new computers:
$1,000 for a new fax machine to
replace the one purchased in
1993; and $2,((X) for a larger
drive for server backup. The
total amount requested is
$7,000.
Mark Martin, director of
parks, requested a total budget
amount of $143,522, which
includes the implementation of
year-round park rangers.
Deana Wright with the
Murray Main Street program
requested $25,0(X)from the city,
the same amount as last year. In
addition to the $25.000, Wnght
asked the committee to consider
giving another $25,000 to contribute to the cost for the development of a second Murray
Main Street master plan.
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Dr. Hogancamp is a graduate of Murray State University and the University of
Louisville School of Medicine where he graduated summa cum laude as a member
of the Alpha Omega Alpha honorary fraternity in 1991. Dr. Hogancamp's internship
was completed at Washington University in St. Louis, and his residency was in
Neurology at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn.
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Dr. Hogancamp is Board Certified in Neurology
and in Sleep Medicine He is also the medical
director of the Purchase Area Multiple Sclerosis
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He is seeing patients at Primary Care Medical
Center's new office at the corner of 12th
Street and Glendale beginning in May
2008
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KontuckylnBrief
UK trustees hike tuition

N1 ctinesday, April 23. 2008• 3A

•Clinton win ...

conducted by The Associated
From Front
LEXINGTON, Ky (AP) - The University of Kentucky's board of
Press and the TV networks.
trustees voted Tuesday to again hike in-state
tuition by 9 percent. election appeal," Clinton told
Clinton won at least 80 deleand other colleges and universities were
planning similar increases CNN.
gates to the party's national coneven amid a warning from the leader of a state board
that must
Their
Keystone
state vention, with 12 still to be
approve the proposals.
inatchup was fierce and bitter, awarded, according to AP's
UK president Lee Todd said the increase in education
costs and
which seemed to harden atti- analysis of election returns.
lees, including a nearly 7 percent hike for out-of-state
residents end
a 9 percent increase for Kentucky residents the second straight
year, tudes among Democrats even as Obama won at least 66. A final
was necessary because of state budget cuts to education
Republican John McCain tend- count could come Wednesday,
at a time
schools were anticipating more money, not less
ed to the unification of his party 'Sr later
"There has been a lot ol parents in Kentucky and other states who and campaigned across the
Obanta maintains a clear deldidn't go to college and read the headlines in the newspaper
that say. country in preparation for the egate advantage as well as the
'Double digit tuition increases,'" Todd said. it begins to work on
the fall. Only half of each lead in the popular vote, and
mind psychologically, so they say, 'Well, we can't afford that, so
Democrat's supporters said they there are not many opportunities
we'd
better do sometning different."'
would be satisfied if the othe. left for Clinton to turn that
Todd and the trustees pointed out the university avolded
a more Democrat won the nomination, around. Moreover, party leaders
disastrous tuition hike that could have been as high as 18 percent by
according to interviews with are growing impatient with the
finding places to tighten its own belt. However, they warned that can't
voters as they left polling sta- drawn-out struggle and have
continue if the state's flagship school is to progress on its path
toward tions.
watched nervously as McCain.
becoming a top-20 research institution
"After 14 long months, it's his nomination race long settled,
"We are really fortunate we were able to maintain that 9 percent."
easy to forget what this cam- has climbed in opinion polls.
trustee Steve Branscum said.
paign's about from time to
Against those forces, Clinton
Nick Phelps. UK's student trustee, cast the lone vote against
the
Obama
tuition hike Although he supports Todd's top 20 vision and under- time,"
told
an clings to hope that she can perEvansville, Ind., rally, obliquely suade convention superdelestands the financial crunch the state faces, Phelps said UK is at
the
brink of becoming unaffordable to students.
conceding that the Pennsylvania gates to swing behind her en

race turned nasty.
"It's easy to get caught up in
the distractions and the silliness
and the tit-for-tat that consumes
our politics, the bickering that
none of us are entirely immune
to, and it trivializes the profound
issues: two wars, an economy in
recession, a planet in peril,
issues that confront our nation.
That kind of politics is not why
we are here tonight. It's not why
I'm here, and it's not why
you're here."
Obama wasted no time inaking tracks to Indiana. His plane
was in the air when the primary
was called in Clinton's favor,
which he discovered upon landing.
The Illinois senator trailed in
opinion polls all along but had
made up ground in the last few
weeks, despite a series of Martful episodes in a campaign that
once seemed smooth at every
turn.
Clinton was winning 55 percent of the vote to 45 percent for
Obama with 99 percent of the
vote counted. She won the votes
of blue-collar workers, women
and white men in an election
where the economy was the
dominant concern. lie was
favored by blacks, the affluent
and voters who recently
switched to the Democratic
Party, a group that comprised
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- Republican National Committee
Chairman Mike Duncan says Sen. John McCain's scheduled visit to
an impoverished mountain community on Wednesday shows the
concern the presumed Republican presidential nominee has for 'forgotten places."
McCain plans to visit Inez as part of a tour that's intended to send
a message of hope to small towns across the nation. Former
President Lyndon B. Johnson visited the same Kentucky community
more than 40 years ago to launch an anti-poverty initiative.
The visa by McCain comes on the heels of new polling data that
shows Amencan voters have become. more concerned about the
economy than the war in Iraq. In an Associated Press-Yahoo News
poll released Monday. 67 percent say the economy is an extremely
important issue, up from 46 percent in November The war in Iraq —
the dominant issue for several years — stands at 48 percent
Duncan, a former Inez banker, said residents of the town near the
West Virginia border are excited to have a presidential candidate
making a visit. Inez, a town of about 700 people, last made national
news in 2000 when the bottom dropped out of a coal company's
waste reservoir, releasing more than 300 million gallons of black goo
on outlying areas in what the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
called the worst ecological disaster in the Southeast.
"It has a lot to do with campaigning in places where Republicans
don't normally campaign," Duncan said. 'These are often forgotten
places in presidential campaigns and forgotten in general."
McCain will see firsthand a county with stubbomly deep pockets
of poverty. More than 40 percent of the residents live in poverty,
according to the U S Census Bureau.

Homemade bomb causes
hospital scare
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -- Authorities have detonated a homemade bomb found in the bed of a pickup truck at Central Baptist
Hospital.
The device was brought to the hospital by a patient Central
Baptist spokeswoman Ruth Ann Childers says a boy needed medical
treatment after making the explosive device and then inhaling its
fumes from unknown chemicals
The boy's father drove him to the hospital's emergency room
entrance
Authorities moved the truck to a nearby field to detonate the
device. Childers says the boy was taken to the University of
Kentucky hospital.

Judge sends woman to jail
for son's truancy
MADISONVILLE, Ky (AP) — A judge in western Kentucky has
sent a woman to jail because her son wouldn't go to school.
Samantha Kinney of Earlington pleaded guilty to failing to keep
her son in middle school classes The court in Madisonville sentenced Kinney to a week on jai! on her second offense. She had
pleaded guilty to a like charge in December
Records show the boy had 16 unexcused absences this school
year, besides medical absences
Hopkins County Attorney Todd P'Pool (pea-POOL') said sending
a parent to Jail is the final alternative in a chronic truancy case. He
said the case marks the first time it's happened in Hopkins County.

Animals found at house,
40 dogs euthanized
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Authorities in the central Kentucky city
of Bloomfield say they iound dozens of animals at a house after
neighbors complained of a stench and dogs barking
About 40 dogs were euthanized Tuesday after animal control officials went to the two-story home and found 52 dogs inside it. along
with about 20 more in a nearby barn Officials said there were also
nine cats, three rabbits and a bed
A vetennanan recommended the clogs be put down because of
dehydration and mange
Arninai controi officer Jon Ryan said most of the remaining dogs
would also probably be euthanized
James and Rosetta Miller were charged with animal cruelty.

about one in 10 Pennsylvania
voters, according to surveys

UNION CITY, Tenn. (API
— Police in Tennessee have
charged a Union City man after
an attack on several Wal-Mart
employees.
Investigator
Chris
Cummings said Sidoles lsihdoh-less) Lubin is charged with
felony aggravated assault,
felony vandalism, six counts of
simple assault and shoplifting.
Cummings said an employee
saw Lubin at a cash register
early Saturday, then watched
him try to leave through a fire
exit before coming back into the
store and attacking the night
manager. The store is about 10
miles south of the Kentucky
state line.
The 6-foot-5. 30(1-pound
Lubin is accused of knocking
the female manager to the floor.
punching other employees and
using hair spray and rubbing
alcohol on them.
When police arrived, about a

MURRAY OPHTHALMOLOGY
ASSOCIATES
The physicians ofMurray Ophthalmology Associates provide state-ofthe-art,
comprehensive eye care including cataract surgery, eyelid surgery, glaucoma and diabetes
treatment, in-office laser treatments, as well as glasses and contact lensfitting. They also
provide school screenings and wellness exams. The attached optical shop provides a wide
range offrames to choosefrom, along with reading glasses and sunglasses.
We are now accepting appointments
for new and established patients.

Solutions vntn cnaces are easy. ;ust call

Robert 8111Ington Jr.
270-753-4751

paign is a drug company lobbyist, in Indiana an energy lobbyist, a casino lobbyist in
Nevada."
Obama responded with an ad
that accused Clinton of "11thhour smears paid for by lobbyist
money." It said that unlike
Clinton, Obama "doesn't take
money from special interest
PACs or Washington lobbyists
— not one dime."
Obama was forced on the
defensive by incendiary comments by his former pastor. Rev.
Jeremiah Wright, then got into
hot water all by himself by saying small-town Arnencans cling
to guns and religion because of

their economic hardships.
For her pan. Clinton conced-,
ed that she had not landed under.
sniper fire in Bosnia while first
lady, even though she said sev7.
eral times that she had. And she
replaced her chief strategist.
Mark Penn, after he met witli.
officials of the Colombian government seeking passage of s
free trade agreement that she
opposes.

The remaining Democratic
contests are primaries in North
Carolina, Indiana, Oregon;
Kentucky,
West
Virginia,...
Montana. South Dakota anct
Puerto Rico, and caucuses
Guam
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Spring Is Here!
All of us at Fern Terrace are so glad to see spring is finally here and it looks as though it is here to stay! We are enjoying the pretty weather, all the trees, bushes, and flowers that
are blooming and that sweet smell of freshly mown grass!

Our Winners!
Every so often we draw names and award $10.00 to
those chosen. This week we did a drawing and the following six residents were our winners:
Noel Buchanan, Anna Mae Buker, Beth Wilson,
Mary Burkeen, David Gumo and Rita Carson
Congratulations!

roOerir@tnernurrawswanteagency „••

Residents Celebrating Birthdays This Week
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Calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention(CC-ASAP)
proudly welcomes. . .

GENERAL ARTHUR T. DEAN
Chairman and CEO of
Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America(CADCA)
on Monday, April 28
from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
at Wrather Museum,
Murray State University
- Refreshments will be served. -

Referrals are not necessary.

R.-

270-753-3131 or
800-221-7892

Call

for appointment information.

incnytduais vetnout Croup Coverage
Independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/ Alternative
Set-Employed
Small Businesses

of his New Hampshire cam-

of Murray

half-dozen Wal-Mart employees
were holding Lubin on the floor

Health Coverage
Made Easy.

AP

Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Barack Obama, DAL,gets on his campaign charter at Pittsburgh International.
Airport in Pittsburgh, Tuesday.

firiiCirrace-

Union City man charged with
attacking Wal-Mart employees

With the recent retirement ofDr. William G. Hart and Dr. James C. Hart, Jr.,
Hart Capps Ophthalmology has changed its name to...

till Capp.. MI)

masse.
"For six weeks, Senator
Obama and I crisscrossed the
state ... being judged side by
side, making our best case," she
told supporters. "You listened
and today you chose. With two
wars abroad and an economic
crisis here at home, you know
the stakes are high and the challenges are great. But you also
know the possibilities ... are
endless with a president who's
ready to lead on Day One."
The keen interest in the pnmary was reflected at çxilling
stations. Elections officials projected
turnout
among
Pennsylvania's 8.3 million registered voters at 40 percent to 50
percent, double that of the
state's primary four years ago.
Some of her aides conceded
the Indiana contest in two weeks
was another must-win challenge
for her.
Obama reported spending
more than $11 million on television in Pennsylvania, more than
any place else. That compared
with less than $5 million by
Clinton.
And some of those ads were
tough — fodder fit for
Republicans to use when the
time comes.
"In the last 10 years Barack
Obama has taken almost $2 million from lobbyists, corporations and PACs,- said a Clinton
ad in the final days. "The head

David Bryson, MD

MURRAY OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES
Medical Arts Building, Suite 284 West• Murray, KY 42071

A retired Major General of the U.S. Army, General Dean
is nationally recognized as a powerful leader in the fight
against drugs in this country. General Dean will discuss
the importance of Community Coalitions across the United
States, as well as in Kentucky and.our own community.
Please go to www.ccasap.com for details about General Dean's
career. For more information, call CC-ASAP at 762-7333.
This event is free and open to the public.
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The Supreme Court has ruled 7-2 that the death penalty
by lethal injection in Kentucky, which uses a cocktail of
three drugs, is not a violation of the Constitution's prohibition against "cruel and unusual putushment." Other states,
which had placed their lethal injection methods on hold
pending a court ruling, are now expected to proceed. No
news report I saw appreciated the irony of the 7-2 vote. the
same margin by which the court decided in 1973 that
unborn babies could be killed in any manner, with or without drugs to dull their
pain.
As death penalty opponents on and off
the court lament the execution of convicted
murderers who are getting their just
desserts, some definitions might be helpful.
The two phrases associated with this procedure are "death penalty" and "capital punishment." The word penalty is defined by
Dictionary.com as "a punishment imposed
Cal's
or incurred for a violation of law or rule."
Thoughts Another definition includes the word "conBy Cal Thomas sequence." Punishment is defined as "a
Syndicated
penalty inflicted for an offense."
Columnist
It is this last one that gets to the heart
of the conflict in a culture that takes as its
foundational principle, It can't be wrong if it feels so
right." Fewer of us recall a time when a standard for distinguishing right from wrong and evil from good enjoyed wide
acceptance. Now bad behavior enjoys nonstop TV coverage
and evil is what the other political party does, The idea that
a death penalty might be deserved seems foreign.
In self-defense, most see nothing wrong with taking a life
if another person is about to take theirs. It is only if the
killer succeeds that some strange notion kicks in that the
killer's life suddenly inherits value and comes under constitutional protection. Conversely, the unborn child, according to
the same court, only has a right to live if the woman carrying it gives it that right. Should she decide not to give
birth, any method, including drug cocktails, is allowed. It
mocks life when anti-death penalty people advocate for the
guilty, while caring nothing for the unborn.
Justice John Paul Stevens, who voted with the majority
that restored capital punishment in 1976, announced in his
dissenting opinion in the Kentucky case his reliance on his
"own experience" in reaching his decision to now oppose the
procedure in all instances. This sums up the tension between
those who believe in what the Constitution says and those
who believe in their own feelings as to what it should say.
This is why elections matter and this year's election matters
more than any in recent years.
Here's another gem from the written opinions of the justices. Justice Samuel Alit° referred to the ethics rules of the
medical profession, which, he said, bar them from taking
part in executions. This was one of the issues in the Kentucky case where it was argued that nonprofessionals might
not administer the drugs properly and thus might inflict
excruciating pain. Two things about this: first. "medical
ethics" have not prevented a good number of doctors from
performing abortions and a few from engaging in "assisted
suicide" at the other end of life; second, I like what Chief
Justice Roberts said in his majority opinion: "Some risk of
pain is inherent in any method of execution - no matter
how humane - if only from the prospect of error in following the required procedure. It is clear, then, that the Constitution does not demand the avoidance of all risk of pain
in carrying out executions."
As the court leans more conservative, it is beginning to
take into consideration the pain inflicted by murderers on
victims and the lifelong emotional pain on victims' families.
DNA is aiding in reducing the likelihood that those
wrongly convicted will be executed. Death penalty opponents
are correct when they note that not all capital cases enjoy
even minimally competent counsel. That needs to be corrected, but the court majonty is right in the Kentucky case. As
states begin again to execute the guilty, perhaps the concept
of "just desserts" is making a comeback, even in our feelgood culture.
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Grading Papers
Writing this column is an act of
procrastination. I have returned to my
computer in my study at home, having
left a stack of History of Kentucky
examinations on a
table by an easy chair
in our family room.
I have graded five
examinations, with
over twenty still to
be marked. I will
return to my "grading
chair" after writing
this column to get on
with the tedious work.
How and With
this column, I
Away
am taking a recess, a
By James
vacation, a brief
Duane Bolin
Ledger & Times respite from the odious task of grading.
Columnist
1 know that 1
shouldn't complain. In the eyes of the
world, grading papers is an easy task,
one that can be completed indoors, in
an office or study or anywhere. For
me, however, this is the task in my
profession that I dislike more than any
other. Oh, there are those committee
meetings and department meetings that
are at times unpleasant, there is the
calculating of grades at the end of a
semester, and there is the task of writing the examinations. But compared to
the burden of grading, these other tasks
pale in comparison.
A typical examination in my class
will have true-false and multiple choice
questions. Grading those is, of course.
easy sailing. But I also give short ,
essay, identification, and long essay
questions, all of which demand time
and concentration to grade fairly and
accurately.

Short essay questions demand a
paragraph-long response, as do identification questions, which consist of a
single term. Students are required to
identify the term carefully (who?,
what?, when?, where?, why?) and also
discuss the historical significance of the
term, a task that students often ignore.
Identification questions require a solid
paragraph of accurate, well-written
information.
Then comes the longer essay.
I require my students to make use
of the classic form for essay writing:
an introduction, a body, and a conclusion. Several paragraphs are required.
In the introduction, the student responds
to the question with a paragraph-long
argument. In the body of the essay,
the student backs up the argument with
discussion, of specific examples. Then,
in the conclusion, the student wiaps
things up, restating the argument and
sometimes offering a personal opinion.
Grading short essay, identification,
and essay questions is an onerous task.
at least for me. I have a friend who
relishes the work of grading. He cannot wait to get the stack of papers
hack to his office where he immediately begins grading. He cannot wait to
see how his students have done.
In contrast, I put off the task. I
procrastinate.
For me, it takes large blocks of
time, interspersed with coffee breaks,
thinking breaks, naps.
1 mark up the papers. To the disdain of my students, I mark sentence
fragments, run-on sentences, improper
use of commas and apostrophes. I
write marginal notes with such criticisms as "awkward wording." "unclear,"

and "give a specific example." I also
use marginal notes to praise students:
"Good!"; "Great writing!"; and "Very
thorough!" All of this takes time and
an effort that leaves me exhausted after
only a few papers.
So, I look for diversions.
tinate.

I procras-

I take a stack to Fidalgo Bay and
make myself finish a certain number
before driving back home. I use a
stopwatch to see how long it takes to
grade one paper, and then I do the
math. How many hours will it take to
grade ten papers? I somehow slog my
way through.
I think that I am so daunted by the
task of grading, because it places me
in a position of judgment. A student
will ask me what I gave them on a
paper. and I remember one of my own
teachers, who always responded with, "I
didn't give you anything; you earned
whatever grade you got." I am never
so clever.
I hand back the papers with trepidation. I, by turns, grieve and rejoice
with my students. And I always feel a
measure of guilt that I was not able to give everyone an "A" or at least a
passing grade.
Well, the column is finished. My
brief respite, my vacation, is over. It's
back to the "grading chair" to tackle
five more papers.
Then, perhaps, it will be time for a
nap.
Duane Bohn teaches in the Department of History at Murray State University. He may be reached at
duane.bolin@murraystate.edu.

With may we say goodbye poetry
In spite of the waning
reflects on
days of April, Main Street
the meanreaders continue to share
ing of
reminiscences inspired by
choices
National Poetry Month.
made in
Rebecca Watts. for one.
life and the
remembers her grandmother's
results they
love of verse and how she
yielded. He
recited colorful poems like
remembers,
Henry Wadsworth Longfel"Growing
low's -The Village Blackup without
smith."
Main Street electricity
"Under a spreading chestBy Constance or running
water, ridnut tree.
Alexander
ing a mule
The village smithy stands;
Local
to borrow
The smith, a mighty man
Columnist
books, livis he,
ing on a
With large and sinewy
merginal subsistence farm
hands..."
with only a fire in a grate
Ms. Watts, deputy of
to warm one in the winter."
MSU President Randy Dunn.
Early hardships were no
also reports that Longfellow's
deterrent to learning, as Rep"Paul Revere's Ride," and
resentative Henley went on
Poe's "Raven- were memoto high school where he
rable rhymes from her school toyed
with iambic pentamedays.
ter, wrote a column for the
"But my favorite," she
school paper, played violin
writes, "was always Frost's
in the school orchestra and
'The Road Not Taken.' I
received an award in dramatthought a lot about the
ics.
meaning of that poem in
Laying the groundwork for
high school when making
a solid future meant putting
choices and observing the
artistic pursuits aside and
choices others made."
concentrating on a triple
State Representative
major of math, physics and
Melvin Henley agrees with
chemistry that led to a Ph.D.
Becky Watts, as he also
in chemical physics. As a

result, Melvin Henley suspects he risked becoming "an
uninteresting drudge" as he
sacnficed the creative for the
practical.
At this point in his life,
Henley meditates upon other
lines from Robert Frost's
"Stopping By Woods on a
Snowy Evening" - "But I
have promises to keep/ And
miles to go before I sleep,
/And miles to go before I
sleep."
Rick Hokans, formerly of
Calloway County. keeps up
with Main Street online,
from Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
where he works for the U.S.
Forest Service. Like Melvin
Henley, Rick ponders roads
taken and not taken.
A poet in his soul but an
analyst and economist in his
professional life, Hokans
sends a poem he wrote
about the long bike rides he
enjoyed when he lived here:
"While the redwing on the
fence gives a morning cry.
The Crossland hill is
behind me,
On the smooth mad to
South Pleasant Grove,
I can make the hike
"
Hokans' poetic journey
takes him to Harris Grove

and the Lynn Grove Store.
Along the way there are vultures and red tailed hawks,
and the cries of dickcissels.
On days when "the lawn
mower is waiting" he heads
straight home, but when he
has time, he can "Cut past
the Oaks and the golfers in
carts,/ and slide down Squire
while my legs stop aching."
Thanks to all readers who
shared their thoughts on the
"less traveled road" of poetry
in honor of National Poetry
Month. May is dead ahead,
a month that honors a motley assortment of causes and
quests including Mental
Health, Older Americans,
Asparagus, Better Sleep and
Vocabulary, according to
http://library.thinkquest.org/288 6/INDEX.HTM.
Among other things, May
happens to be National Bike
Month. If you have stories
to share about your own
biking adventures, please let •
me know.
Read Main Street online
at www.murrayledgercom.
,
Contact the columnist directly.
at
constancealesander@newwave:
comm.net.
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Study: Driving under the influence trends North

Kenneth M. Jones
Kenneth M. Jones, 91, of Sedalia. Ky. died at 8:30 a.m.
Tuesday,
April 22, 2008. at his home. Funeral arrangements are
incomplete at
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home
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WASHINGTON (AP)- The
"A good pan of the social life
upper Midwest has the worst is around drinking," said
drunken driving rates in the Goplerud. who is also director of
country, according to a govern- Ensuring Solutions to Alcohol
Nathan David (N.D.) Roberts
ment report that says 15 percent Problems, which call for
Nathan David Roberts, 74. of Murray, died at 12:13
a.m, this of adult drivers nationally report increased access to treatment
morning. Wednesday, April 23, 2008 at Murray-Calloway
County driving under the influence of programs.
Hospital. He was born Oct. 30. 1933 in Murray. Visitation
and funeralcohol in the previous year.
al arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York
Also, blacks drink at substanFuneral
Home in Murray. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuWisconsin leads the way. The tially lower rates and at less hazneralhome.com.
federal government estimates ardous rates than whites, he said.
more than a quarter of the state's The populations in those states
Charles Snaith
adult drivers had driven under are heavily white.
Charles Snaith, 69,of Hardin. Ky, died at 4:50 A.M. this
morning, the influence. Rounding out the
Jeffrey Ratliff-Crain, associWednesday, April 23, 2008 at his home. Arrangements are incomworst five are North Dakota, ate professor of psychology at
plete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Online condolences
may be Minnesota, Nebraska and South the
University of Minnesotamade at www.imesmiller.com.
Dakota.
Moms, noted that the Minnesota
Utah had the lowest inci- Legislature is considering a bill
Sunita Mangle
Visitation for Sunita Mangla has been scheduled between 5 p.m. dence of drunken driving. It was that would let bars stay open
and 9 p.m. today, Wednesday, April 23, at Churchill-Imes Family the only state where fewer than until 4 a.m. during the
Funeral Home. Funeral services are scheduled for 10 percent of adult motorists Republican
National
1(1 a.m. Thursday at the funeral home.
reported driving under the influ- Convention, pouring more
Mangla, 51, Murray, died Monday. April 21, ence. Following closely
behind money into the economy.
2008, at 10:30 p.m. at her home. Born March 22.
were a slew of Southern states
''We're making it easier to
1957, she was the daughter of Shanti S. Mallick,
and Raj R. Mallick of Murray. Her father, Shanti, that often fare poorly when it drink to all hours of the night.
preceded her in death, however she is survived by comes to government health sta- but (drinking and driving) didn't
her mother. She is also survived by her husband, tistics. This time, however, come into the discussion."
Lal C. Mangla, and her daughter, Amy Mangla, they're serving as models. West Ratliff-Crain said. 'There is a
both of Murray; onc brother, Sheetal Mallick and Virginia, Arkansas, Kentucky seeming acceptance
that this is
his wife. Babita, of Paducah and one sister, and North Carolina
all had the way it is. Of course people
Mangle
Vandana Gupta and her husband. Ashok, of India
drunken driving rates for the are going to be drinking and
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of
contributions to the ALS Foundation. do Churchill-Imes Family prior year of less than 11 per- driving, and well, that's it."
Funeral Home, 1804 Route 121 North, Murray, KY 42071. Online cent.
Clark said states with the
The report on drunken driv- lowest rates for driving under
condolences are available at www.imesmiller.com.
ing relies on data obtained from the influence shouldn't take
Milburn Dunn
the National Survey on Drug comfort in the data.
Funeral services for Milburn Dunn were this morning Use and Health. The survey,
"Even in Utah, which report(Wednesday) at 10:30 a.m. at the Arlington Memorial Park Chapel based on a
scientific random ed the nation's lowest rate, nearof H.M. Patterson and Son Funeral Home, Sandy
sample of households. asked ly one in 10 drivers report drivlift
•
Springs, Ga. Pastor Terry Quick officiated. Burial
127,283 adults in 2(X4, 2005 ing under the influence of alco,
followed in Arlington Memorial Park.
Dunn, 85, Atlanta. Ga., died Monday. April 21, and 2006 whether they had driv- hol within the past year," Clark
en under the influence in the said. "So, even in states that
2008, at his home.
Born in Calloway County. Ky., he was the son of past year. Health experts say the have low consumption rates or
the late John Hallet Dunn and Lula Usrey Dunn. Also preceding him state-by-state breakdowns sup- low DUI rates, they too
need to
in death were three sisters, Ruth Catherine Lassiter, Nell Culpepper port other surveys showing
that reflect on the approach they're
and Vivian Starks; and three brothers, Wilford Dunn. Ralph Dunn
iesidents in northern states are taking. We don't want people to
and Harold Dunn.
A marine veteran of World War II, he was a member of First more likely to engage in heavy lull themselves into a false sense
of security."
Baptist Church of Sandy Springs, Ga., where he taught Sunday alcohol consumption.
"It's not surprising, but it
school. He was a retired furniture salesman and had a hobby of playA majority of Utah residents
means that these jurisdictions are Mormon. The religion bars
ing golf.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Workman Dunn, to should take this data and think
whom he had been married for 68 years; two daughters, Deborah about how they approach public
Dunn, Roswell, Ga., and Patricia Tustian and husband, Graham, education
campaigns
and
Alpharetta. Ga.; two grandchildren. Ashley Tustian May and
enforcement campaigns,- said
Christopher John Tustian; one great-grandson. Sawyer James May;
Dr. H. Westley Clark a the
one sister, Evelyn Neal, Clearwater, Fla.
Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration,
leny Wayne Lucas Sr.
Funeral services for Jerry Wayne Lucas Sr. have been scheduled which released the report. The
for 10 a.m. on Thursday, April 24, at Janesville Cemetery in agency is a part of the
Janesville, Ill. The Rev. Lloyd Johnson will officiate. Department of Health and
Burial will follow in Janesville Cemetery. There is Human Services.
no visitation scheduled.
Eric Goplerud. research proLucas. 68, Murray, died Sunday, April 20, 2008,
fessor at George Washington
at 9:15 a.m. at his home.
An Army veteran, he was a retired mechanic and University Medical Center. said
his hobby was fishing. Born Oct. 29, 1939, in Lerna, Ill., he was the cultural and demographic issues
son of the late James Tilford Lucas and June A. Stone Lucas. One probably have a role in the highson, Jerry Wayne Lucas Jr., also preceded him in death.
er rates of driving under the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dolores Johnson Lucas; three influence in certain states. He
daughters. Lori Quast, Murray, Michelle Lucas, Illinois. and Karen
said that religious affiliations in
McDonald, St. Charles, Ill.; one son, Kevin Lucas, Illinois; four
grandchildren. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge the Southeast often strongly disof arrangements. Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfu- courage drinking, but that doesn't occur so much in the upper
neralhome.com.
Midwest.
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Investments Since 1854
Dos Jones had, Avg...A:741.9
"
Air Products
- 2.03
AT&T, Inc.
.37.99•0.10
MAT
....33 15,0.01
Brian & Stratton ............13.70 -0,24
Bristol Myers SqWbb --11.22 - 0.10
Caterpillar ._________-111.81 -0.20
Chevron Texaco Corp ......93.90 - all
Daimler Chrysler ...............77.15 - 1.14
Dean Foods ______-22.28•0.38
- 063
Ford Motor _____-....7_57
General Electric .............32.39 + 0.06
General Motors.....-_-211.&3•0_12
GlaxoSunithlkline ADR _.4412•0.49
Goodrich ...........,,.,_,..,,.,,,60,76•0.48
Goodyear
HopFed Bank' --13.81 B 14.1, A
IBM
...,.,123.63.O.04

22.i0•0.ii
Kroger
_25_34•0.71
Mattel
_18.83.0.20
McDonidds. _____.58.70•0.35
Merck
-38.30 - II.21
Microsoft ......
76•Oil
J.C. Penney
+ 6.15
Pepoico.
•0.21
Pfizer. Inc. .
1989•6.10
Readouts Financial ............20.66 • 0.16
Schering-Plough ...-18.14•110
Sears Holding Corp _____96.51 6.01
Time Warner -.---.14.66•0.02
IS Bancorp _.__.___.33.24' 0.16
•0.46
WellPoint Inc -.---47.77 + 1.22
Wal-Mart ___________56.75 + 0.20
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Financial Consultants(1-0)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800 444 1854
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CARROLL HUBBARD
KENTUCKY STATE SENATE

Democrats seek resignation of top VA official
WASHINGTON (AP) Two Democratic senators on
Tuesday called for the chief
mental health official of the
Veterans Affairs Department to
resign, saying he tried to cover
up the rising number of veteran
suicides.
Sens. Daniel Akaka of
Hawaii and Patty Murray of
Washington state said Dr. Ira
Katz, the VA's mental health
director, withheld crucial information on the true suicide risk
among veterans.
"Dr. Katz's irresponsible
actions have been a disservice to
our veterans, and it is time for
him to go," said Murray, a member of the Senate Veterans
Affairs Committee. "The No. 1
priority of the VA should be caring for our veterans, not covering up the truth."
Akaka, the committee's
chairman, said 'in a letter to the
VA that Katz's "personal conduct and professional judgment"
had been called into question by
his response to veteran suicides.
Veterans. and the VA itself,
"would be best served by his
immediate resignation," Akaka
said.
A number of Democratic senators said they were appalled at

e-mails showing Katz and other
VA officials apparently trying to
conceal the number of suicides
by veterans. An e-mail message
from Katz disclosed this week
as part of a lawsuit that went to
trial in San Francisco starts with
"Shh!" and claims 12(88) veteran:, a year attempt suicide while
under department treatment.
"Is this something we should
(carefully) address ourselves in
some sort of release before
someone stumbles on it?" the email asks.
A VA spokesman declined to
comment Tuesday.
Another e-mail said an average of 18 war veterans kill themselves each day - and five of
them are under VA care when
they commit suicide.
"It is completely outrageous
that ;he federal agency charged
with helping veterans would
instead cover up the hard truth
- that more and more
Americans coming home after
bravely fighting for their country are suffering from mental illnesses and in the most tragic circumstances, committing suicide," said Sen. Tom Harkin. DIowa."Anyone at the VA who is
involved in this cover-up should
be removed immediately."

Harkin, Murray and Sen.
Russ Feingold, D-Wis., introduced legislation Tuesday calling on the VA to track how many
veterans commit suicide each
year. Currently, VA facilities
record the number of suicides
and attempted suicides in VA
facilities - but do not record
how many veterans overall take
their own lives. The agency,
however, is reluctant to disclose
specific numbers, veterans
advocates complain.
The new bill would require
the VA to report to Congress
within 180 days the number of
veterans who have died by suicide since Jan. 1, 1997, and continue reports annually. Harkin's
office said statistics provided
earlier this year by the VA
showed that 790 veterans under
VA care attempted suicide in
2007. That figure is contradicted
by the e-mail revealed this
week.
Two veterans groups last year
filed the class-action lawsuit
against a sprawling VA system
that handled a record 838,000
claims last year. A government
lawyer on Monday urged a
judge to dismiss the lawsuit.
saying the agency runs a "world
class" medical care system.

BBQ & All The Trimmings
Great Fellowship

Thursday,
April 24, 2008
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Senior Citizens
Center
607 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071

Host Committee
RAINEY APPERSON
JOE & GAIL BAUST
ROBERT & STEFANI BILLINGTON
WALTER & CAROLYN BYARS
LARRY & PAM CHERRY
LARRY & JANIE ELKINS
TERRY STRIETER & SARA FINEMAN
STEVE & DEBBIE GROGAN
STEVE & JANIE HOSKINS
JAMES HORNBUCKLE
EARL HUDSPETH
MARTIN JACOBS
EFFIE KEMP
MARY JANE LITTLETON

RANDY & JEANETTA MCCALLON
NELL MCCUISTON
ROY & JOY MOORE
BOB & KAY NANNEY
SUE J OUTLAND
STEVE & PHYLLIS OWENS
SANDRA PARKS
ROB EDD & DEE DEE PARRISH
DANNY & ANETTA PERRY
JAMES & KATHLEEN PRESCOTT
PAULA & VIRGINIA RANDOLPH
JACK & JANICE ROSE
BOBBY & CLARA STUBBLEFIELD
BURTON & CATHY YOUNG

Paid For By Carroll Hubbard

You don't have to be a farmer to get
•
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Farm • Life • Long Term Care • Health

,

Insurance available in city or county

irerd

mare:

released estimates of driving
under the influence of illicit
drugs. The rates were highest in
the District of Columbia. 7 percent: Rhode Island, 6.8 percent:
and Massachusetts. 6.4 percent.
The states with the lowest
rates for driving under the influence of illicit drugs within the
past year were New Jersey, 3.2
percent; Alabama. 3.4 percent;
and North Dakota and South
Dakota, 3.5 percent.

PLEASE JOIN US FOR
A RECEPTION HONORING

line

Si'

the use of alcohol.
It's illegal to drive with a
blood alcohol level of 0.08 percent or higher.
In the past decade, the number of impaired drivers involved
in alcohol-related crashes has
remained relatively stable -from 12,348 in 1996 to 12,491
in 2006. Those figures cover
drivers with a blood-alcohol
level of 0.08 percent or higher.
The federal government also

,

753-4703
Calloway County Farm Bureau
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'Evening of Chocolate Delight'
planned Thursday at club house

The rising number of
research and scholarly activities being produced at Murray
State University are being highlighted through Friday as part
of the 7th annual Scholars
Week. Breaking the 1.((X)
entries mark last year. Scholars Week encompasses the
works of students front every
university college and the
school of agriculture. Sponsored
by the office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarly
Activity(URSA), it has exploded into a celebration of student research, scholarship and
creative work by some of the
university's
most talented
undergraduate and graduate students, and faculty members.
Shortly after being named
president of Murray State University in 2(X)6. Dr. Randy Dunn
began to witness the depth and
creativity of research being conducted by Murray State students
and faculty through projects
such as Posters at the Capital
and the Research Scholar Fellowship Program that attracted more than 20 proposals in
its first yea'. He invites everyone from the campus and nearby communities to attend the
many oral and poster presen-

•See Page 7A

The Kappa Department of the Murray.
Woman's Club invites the public to its
sixth annual "Evening of Chocolate Delight"
on Thursday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
the club house, 704 Vine St., Murray.
Proceeds from the event will go to CASA
(Court Appointed Special Advocates) which
provides volunteers who represent the best
interests of abused and neglected children
within the court system. Entertainment will
be by Oneida White, pianist, during the
Jo's
Datebook evening while guests sample the many food
By Jo Burkeen items by the vendors and door prizes will
he presented.
Community
Editor

Glory Bound will be Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will he Friday from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will
be Tarnished Gold and Brotherly Love. Items will be taken for
Need Line. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666
or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
Photo provided

DONATION MADE: The Murray Professional Firefighters recently made a donation to the
Calloway County High School Project Graduation Committee. Pictured are CCHS senior,
Teala Penick and CCHS Project Graduation faculty sponsor, Katy Walls accepting the donation from Matthew Tinsley and Eric Phelps of the Murray Professional Firefighters. Project
Graduation is an all night event held after graduation for all graduating seniors. The goal of the
project is to provide a safe, fun, and substance-free event for the new graduates. The Murray
Professional Firefighters are among many area organizations that are helping make the event
possible. If you would like to support this project, you may send donations to CCHS Project
Graduation, 2108 College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071, Attention: Katy Walls.

MCCH Hospice to host spring luncheon
and fashion show Thursday at church
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice Program is
hosting a Spring Luncheon and
Fashion Show on Thursday,
from II a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
First United Methodist Church
Gymnasium.
The event will feature fashions from DK Kelley. modeled by local ladies, just in
time for Mother's Day shopping

The cost per ticket is $10
and includes a wonderful California chicken salad, fruit, a
roll, assorted delicious homemade desserts, and a drink.
Lunch will be available between
II a.m. and I p.m.. and you
may come and go as you please.
Take out is available at the
door, or you may call ahead
to 270.767.2108 and place your
order in advance. It is the per-

CD

maturing?

Call today to find out more about a competitive
alternative to other savings plans - a fixed annuity from
Woodmen of the World'
•Competitive interest rates
•Earnings compound tax leferred
•No taxes until withdrawal

feet gift for Administrative Professional's Week! A silent auction featuring awesome items
donated by various local businesses will be held during the
event. Come place your bids!
Tickets are available at the
door as well as at the following locations: Home Care Office
in Murray, DK Kelly, Jean
Marie's, New Life Christian
Bookstore, Elements, Vintage
Rose, Center for Health &
Wellness. and the Murray
Wotnen's Club Sigma & Delta
Department members.
-This event is a perfect
opportunity for the community to support our local hospice while sharing lunch with
friends and co-workers, and
viewing the latest Spring Fashions," said Jimmie Joyce, Hospice Coordinator. "Many local
businesses have provided dona-

The rate interest rate' for April is 4.4%
•Ths rate vanes monthly buns guaranteed to never be less than 3.
Inquire abourlodrin rates for I 5 years

r ...

I
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Barry Newsome
----II FleldiaRCrouse tative Field Representative
-'ai 270-753-4741
270-753-3422
'
sitcrouteewoodmen.carn berwasome0woccinten.corn
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°ftheWORLD
, if
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Seniors,
Bring a
photo
of yourself to
the school
office if
Lifetouch
Photography
did not make
your senior
photo.

SOUTH EASTERN
BOOK FAIR
APRIL 24-26
Thu.-mkt., &
-9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Saluda 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Children's Books • Readers • Novels• Paperbacks• Cookbooks• Self Help' Spirituality

BIG DISCOUNTS!
Some large quantities available • Excellent for gifts • Summer reading
There's something for everyone!

South Eastern Book Company
3333 US Hwy.641 North • Murray, KY 42071 •(270)753-0732
www.hunchesofhoolts.com
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tions to this effort and Hospice is especially appreciative
of the many volunteers who
make this event possible. the
Murray Woman's Club for their
continued support and hard
work, as well as. the Methodist
Church for the use of their
wonderful facility."
All proceeds front the event
will be used to benefit the
Hospice program at MCCH.
Sponsors of the event are as
follows:
Murray Women's
Club, MCCH,DK Kelley. ImesMiller, Churchill-Imes, BlalockColeman-Yott, J.H. Churchill,
Kenlake Foods, MSU Food Service. MSU Horticulture, and
the First United Methodist
Church.
For more information contact Jimmie Joyce. MCCH Hospice Coordinator. at 270-7672108.

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

MHS Backboard Club to meet
Murray High School Backboard Club will have its final
meeting of the season today at 5:30 in the cafeteria. All parents of girls and boys basketball teams and all coaches are
invited.

Oaks party on Saturday
Oaks Country Club will have a "Get Acquainted Party" on
Saturday with the doors to open at 7 p.m. and the band will
play from 8 a.m, to midnight. Snacks and setups will be provided. For more information to make reservations call the proshop at 753-6454.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative
County Public Library on Thursday
p.m. He will assist in filing claims.
toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the
247-8095.

will be at the Calloway
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
For more information call
Mayfield office at 1-270-

Special class planned Thursday
La Dawn Hale, Calloway County Extension Agent for Family & Consumer Sciences, will teach a class on -Traveling the
Age of terrorism- on Thursday at 10 a.m. at the Calloway
County Extension Office. For more information call 753-1452.

Billy Lane Lauffer American Legion Post #73 will meet.
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the new American Legion Hall at 316'
Bee Creek Dr. off of North Fourth Street. The agenda includes
nominations of officers fore the coming year and planning for
Armed Forces Day cookout for veterans and families of 438th.
All veterans are invited. For information call Commander Duane
Brown at 227-6652 or 753-8985.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This is for all parents who have lost a child
or young adult through death. For more information contact
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at I 731-498-8324.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-7129 or 210-4173.

Murray Magazine Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m
Dumplin's.

at

Project Graduation will meet
Murray High School Project Graduation will meet today at
5 in the school cafetena. All parents of seniors are encouraged to attend.

4VMM
305 South 12th
Murray, KY•753-7441
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American Legion Post will meet

Magazine Club will meet

Thursday. Aped 24th ,
1 the annual
Murray Calloway ('onnis Hospital
Hospice Style Shins
We have had the pny der ot pros iding
the lashums each year or this wonderful
event.
They sene a delicious lunch front ii
am -1 p rn . it is very informal and you
can come and go as you please They also
have carryout The tickets are Sin each
and all the proceeds girt Hospice. they
•an he purchased here
Hospice has had such a profound
impact ob our community We are all very
happy to he ahlr to support them
Our moulds are Kaye Warner. Beverly
Allen. Sarah Clark Della Munn. kondei
Payne. Evelyn Wallis and Renee Wynn
they look lahulotis in all oi our new
spring fashions and ackcssories Our
MlXifiN Mill he shrwing ;drftereni outfits
each
We will showcase this spnngs hest
looks from Ow to casual Well show you
the very latest styles tor spnng
hers Lauren Vidal capn's are here
Ancaher shipment ot Lucky leans in the
dark mouser style have arrived A really
cute group oi Ni, and Zoe is also here
with great item pin-es in a range front
dressy to casual - perfect (or the Pans
Fish Fry!
Don't forget to try our "Save My Feel"
Blister Fluor It protects your feet from
blisters and comlnums between the toes
for your flip flops
Check out our new website dk•
kelley corn.
We still have a few pair of NYDJ left at
25% off and new dark trouser style
arrived today
Stu, tuned to hest neei's Fall 3
Fa Th/01, report

Mr. a]

Spring registration planned
Calloway County Preschool/Head Start spring registration
for the 2008-09 school year will be Friday from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. and May 13 from 2:45 to 5:45 p.m. at the Calloway
County Preschool. Registration For information call 762-7410.

Please Join Us For The 15th Annual

2008 SPRING
HERITAGE DAYS
FOLK FESTIVAL
9 A.M. - 3 RM.
FRIDAY, APRIL 25 &
SATURDAY, APRIL 26
Historical Education through Old lime
Crafts, Skills, Games & Food
Obion County Fairgrounds
1711 E. Church St.
Union City, TN
Located 2 Blocks
East of
Miles Avenue
ww.springheritagedays.eo
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Jenny Thomas of Benton, Ky.. and Clay Warner of Jacksonville, Fla., were married Dec. I, 2007, at The Cathedral of
St. Philips, Atlanta, Ga.
The bride is the daughter of Dick and Carol Thomas of
Benton.
The groom is the son of Bill and Jane Warner of Jacksonville, Fla.
Rev. John Mark Wiggers officiated at the ceremony. David
Fishburn was organist.
Elecia Crowley of Atlanta was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Cia Tompkins of Birmingham. Ala.. Kate
Pedrick of Atlanta and Sue Dumbauld of Atlanta.
Bill Warner of Jacksonville was best man.
Groomsmen were Steve Treadwell of Denver, Colo.. Richard
Thomas of Tampa, Fla., Joel Baxley of Birmingham. John
itchell of Atlanta. Ga.. and Steve Grizzle of Nashville, Tenn.
Soli Thomas was flower and Quin Thomas was ring bearThe are both from Tampa. Fla.
The reception was held at the Callanworde-tudor style manion built by the Candlers (Coca-Cola founders in the early
900s). Music was by the Alan Knighter Band.
The bride is a graduate of Murray High School and received
r BFA at the University of Mississippi. She is president of
Thomas Designs, Inc.. Interior Design and Furnishings.
The groom is a graduate of Bolles School of Jacksonville,
a.. and received his BA front the University of Alabama. He
president of H.C. Warner Filter Company.

Scholars ...
From Page 6A
ion sessions, performances
and exhibits on campus during Scholars Week. "Your participation sends a clear signal
that Murray State University
understands and values the
learning opportunities that our
faculty provide.- Dunn said.
Dr. Gary Brockway, MSU
Provost, applauds URSA and
the studems taking part in
Scholars Week "I believe
research, scholarship and teaching go hand-in-hand and pro-

vide one of the very best learning environments for students,"
Brockway remarked. "Through
the efforts of our dedicated
faculty, Murray State University is developing into one of
Kentucky's institutions of
choice for students who want
to engage in the process of
discovery and do significant
research and creative work as
undergraduates."
For more information call the
URSA office at 809-319.

Rogers and Baldwin

Mr. Rusty Bogard and Ms. Renata Bogard of Murray announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Misty Chanel Bogard, to Brooks Russell Long III (Trey), son
of Brooks Russell Long Jr. and Mary Carroll Long of Gilbertsville.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Connell Bill Collins
and Juanita Ann Collins of Murray and Larry Bogard and Ms.
Nancy Bogard, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Burnett Shaw Carroll
and Maria Carrrico Carroll of Paducah and Brooks Russell
Long Sr. and Ruby I-1:1hr Long of Cairo. III.
Miss Bogard is a 2006 graduate of Murray State University and is employed by the Dairy Queen.
Mr. Long attended Murray High School and is now attending Murray State University.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 17, 2008, at 6:30 p.m.
at Sinking Spring Baptist Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Applications being taken
Applications for admission
into the new Master of Science in Information Systems
(MSIS)program at Murray State
University are now being
accepted. Dr. Victor Raj, chair
of the department of computer science and information systems (CMS). says interest in
the program is high with a
number of applicants already
admitted.
Coursework in the new program will begin in the Fall
2008 semester. The program
will equip students with essential managenal skills that can
be applied in the vast and
growing field of information
systems. The field includes
areas such as software development, information management, data analysis, information security, information systems planning, etc.
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Bogard and Long

According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics "growth in computer information systems managers is expected to grow much
faster than the average for all
occupations." The department
of CSIS in the college of business and public affairs offers
the program.
Raj says those with adequate business and information
technology skills can complete
the program by taking seven
core courses and three electives. Others may be required
to take some foundation courses
Details are available online
a
http://www.murraystate.edu/qac
dicbpa/compsci/msis/. For questions or more information call
(270) 809-2094 or email
csis@murraystate.edu.

• Dwaine and Nan Rogers of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter, Meagan Renae Rogers. to Zachary Kyle
Baldwin. son of Larry and Margaret Baldwin of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Juanita Harrison and the late Jack Harrison of Farmington and Kelton and
Freda Rogers of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Bill and Maxine Mobley of Rector. Ark.. and Gene and Ondine Baldwin of
Mayfield.
Miss Rogers. a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2006 graduate of Murray State University, will
graduate in May with a masters in speech-language pathology
from the University of Memphis. She is a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi
Mr. Baldwin is a 2002 graduate of Graves County High
School and a 2(8)6 graduate of Murray State University. He.
employed by American Constructors, Inc., Nashville. Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 24. 2008, at 3:30 p.m.
at Glendale Road C'hurch of Christ. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.
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Health
Hughes elected into Ky. Institute of Medicine

t*ti
Photo provided
FOOT CARE CUNIC: Karen Jackson, Intrepid USA Home
Health Foot Clinic administrator, is shown taking part in a foot
clinic at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Center. This is a
service that will be provided each month on the second
Thursday of the month,

Speciul to the Ledger
Dr. Robert Curtis Hughes
was notified recently of his election into the membership of the
Kentucky Institute of Medicine.
In the letter from the Board
of Governors, it stated: 'Your
nomination is recognition of
your value and contribution to
the
Commonwealth
of
Kentucky. Your election is a
reflection of the fact that you are
one of the limited number of
Kentuckians who are the 'keeper of the wisdom' of Kentucky
health and health care."
The Kentucky Institute of
Medicine was modeled after the
National Institutes of Health an
Washington, D.C. The mission
Dr. Robert lloglitos
of the Kentucky Institute of
health and healthcare to policy
Medicine is to improve the
makers, professionals, leaders of
health of the people of Kentucky
society and the public.
by providing objective, eviThe Institute is staffed by the
dence-based advice concerning
Office of Health Research and

Allen joins staff at
Murray-Calloway
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital welcomed Tiche Allen,
M.D., Family Practice, as a
member of the medical staff at
the hospital.
Dr. Allen graduated from the
University of Kentucky and
completed her medical degree at
Ross University School of
Medicine. She finished her residency program in 2002 at the
Baton Rouge General Family
Medicine Residency Program in
Baton Rouge, La.
Dr. Allen was awarded Chief
Resident and received the
Gheringer Excellence Award, as

well as, the Research and
Scholarly Activity Award during
her residency. She is a member
of the American Medical
Association and the Kentucky
Medical Association.
Dr. Allen has been practicing
in Hartford. Ky., with the Ohio
County Hospital since 2002 and
was their Chief of Staff in 2007.
Dr. Allen, and her husband,
Jeff, will be relocating to the
Murray area soon. In her spare
time, she enjoys the theatre,
playing the cello, horses, gardening and hiking.

of health, legislators, Lt. Gov:
Dan Mongiardo, and varioul
leaders of varying organizations
across Kentucky.
In 2005, Dr. Hughes received
the first ever awarded Superior.
Service Award from the Cabinet
for Health and Family Services;
for his nine years serving as
Chairman of the Pharmacy and
Therapeutics Committee which
oversaw approximately $700
million dollars a year in expen-:
ditures for the Kentucky:
Medicaid program. He is also
member of the University Of
Louisville Board Of Trustees,
and he is a member of the
University Hospital Board in
Louisville.
Dr. Hughes is the first mem:
ber ever chosen from the'
Purchase Area and only the third
person chosen west of Bowling
Green for this honor.

Put a smite on Mom's face.

get her a gift at AT&T's
Mother's Day Sale.
0 MORE BARS
IN MORE •Pt ACES Ali

Heart exam recommended
before kids get ADHD drugs
NEW YORK tArcv
.— Children theta& be screened for honk.
problems with an electrocardiogram begligghating drugs like RAMP
to treat hyperactivity and attention-earth- disorder, the American
Heart Association recommended.
Stimulant drugs can increase blood pressure and heart rate. For
most children, that isn't a problem. But in those with heart condiuons, it could make them more vulnerable to sudden cardiac arrest
— an erratic heartbeat that causes the heart to stop pumping blood
through the body — and other heart problems.
About 2.5 million American children and 1.5 million adults take
medication for attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, or ADHD,
according to government estimates. Stimulant drugs. like Ritalin.
Adderall and Concerta. help children with ADHD stay focused and
control their behavior.
The medications already carry warnings of possible heart risks in
those with heart defects or other heart problems, which some critics
said were driven more by concerns of overuse of the drugs than their
safety.
The heart group is now recommending a thorough exam, including a family history and an EKG, before children are put on the
drugs to make sure that they don't have any undiagnosed heart
issues.
"We don't want to keep children who have this from being treated. We want to do it as safely as possible," said Dr. Victoria Vetter,
a pediatric cardiologist at the University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine and head of the committee making the recommendation.
The label warnings were added after a review by the Food and
Drug Administration of its databases found reports of 19 sudden
deaths in children treated with ADHD drugs and 26 reports of other
problems including strokes and fast heart rates between 1999 and
2003. There were also reports of heart problems in adults; the committee didn't look at adults.
An EKG can detect abnormal heart rhythms that can lead to sudden cardiac arrest. Children who are already on ADHD drugs should
also be tested. Vetter said. If problems are found, the child should be
sent to a pediatric cardiologist.
With careful monitoring. Vetter said, children with heart problems can take the medicines if needed.

Development at the University
of Kentucky. The members of
the Institute are selected based
on the basis of their professional
achievement and integrity. The
selection is both an honor and
commitment, and the members
serve without compensation.
The membership is limited to
100 members of whom 20 percent are from professions other
than those primarily related to
medicine and health care. This
20 percent is comprised of political, civic, business and educational leaders.
The list of members constitutes a who's who list of leaders
who have made and continue to
make significant contributions
to the health and welfare of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
This list includes the various
Deans of the medical schools,
secretaries and commissioners
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PUBLIC STATEMENT OF NON-DISCRIMINATION
Spring(.reek He.elth
yvo bids at 1.01 S
Street. Murray. Kentucky +sto7i Spnng (.'re'ek Health Core is•
recipient of federal and state financial assistance from the
Department of Health and Human Services and is subject to the
provisions of 1 itle VI of the Civil Rights Acts of. IBM.. Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Art of 1973, and the Age
DISCr
nation Art of 1975 and the rules and regulations of
the IS Department of Health and Human Services. which
provide that to. person in the United States on the basis ot race,
colot. national origin. handicap, or age shml! be excluded front
participation in. admission or access to. dented the benefits of.
or otherwise be subjected to Macnnunation under any of the
facility's programs or activities It is the policy of Spnng Creek
Health Care to admit assign r00411 accommodatmns and serve
residents equally All services and facilities of Spring Creek
Health tare used routinely by all persons are administered in
this manner All parties making referrals to other facilities, or
recontmenclatmns for other servo-es made by our facilities analso made with adherence to the privacy act Any questions or
concerns regarding the policies and or operations of Spring
Creek Health Care may coots. t Sandra .1 Dick. Vice President
LT(' Division. Lornsed Sinning I fon.. Administrator sit it 70767-3860 or I'S Ifepartinent of Health and Human Service.,
Health Care Financing Administration. n343 Security Blvd.
Baltinw,re. Maryland
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International Association of
Administrative Professionals®

Hays receives Wilma Yeary Award

HOLLY WISEA_edger end Times

Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins and Murray Mayor Tom Rushing signed a
proclamation for the International Association of Administrative Professionals declaring April
21-25 Administrative Professionals Week. Standing left to right. Jeanne Fleming, Shirley
Reamer, Kay Hays CAP, Brenda Kimbro, Laura Dziekonski and Jennifer Dixon.

Recap of the 2007-08 Year
LAURA DZIEKONSKI, CHAPTER PRESIDENT
The Murray Chapter held a brainstorming and preparation meeting in July. In conjunction with our Kentucky Division theme, the committee chose: "Get Your Wheels Turning
with IAAP" as our chapter theme. Trying something new this year, we divided up the
monthly program responsibilities among our members. Members volunteered to line up
the speaker for certain months - either someone they've heard or an area where they
would like to have more information. As a result, we had a schedule packed with interesting topics and guest speakers.
Phil Justice, Regional Director of Development for Sunrise Children's Services, spoke
on "Leadership"; Dr. M. Sue Sroda, Assistant Professor of English, MSU spoke on
"Communicating with People from Diverse Ethnic Groups"; Justin Kimbro with KSquared Designs gave us photography tips and techniques; and LaDawn Hale with the
Calloway County Extension Office spoke on "Budgeting".
We are proud of winning the Kentucky Division Education Award at the Annual
Meeting in June 07, and will continue to strive to be a successful and growing chapter.
Our website has been updated through the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce at http://murray.com/iaap/ and on the Kentucky Division and htemational
Headquarters websites. Kay Hays CAP provided the chapter with updated brochures.
We 'fueled' our chapter scholarship with butter braid and cookie dough sales and 'filled
the tank' with new school supplies at the Resource Center for local students, donated items
to Need Line and aluminum cans to WATCH. Kay Hays CAP recertified her CAP designation for the first time and was selected to receive the fall "Way to Go- award at Murray
State for going above and beyond her duties. Rhonda Rogers CPS has recertified for the
third time. Brenda Kimbro earned her Masters Degree. Jennifer Dixon earned her
Associates Degree and will pursue her Bachelors.

Kay Hays CAP, member of the Murray Chapter of the International Association of
Administrative Professionals, received the Wilma Yeary Award at the Kentucky Division's
55th annual meeting. This distinction, the division's highest award for professionalism
was announced and presented to Hays at the Seelbach Hotel in Louisville, Ky., on June 9,
2007.
Ms. Hays' selection was based on a lengthy criteria which includes activities at the
Murray Chapter, Kentucky Division and International levels of IAAP; serving as a
Chapter and Division officer, serving as chair of various committees and attending meetings, professionai certification, continuing education, and civic contributions. Nominated
by a chapter member, Hays achieved the highest point score from applications received
state-wide.
A brief summary of Kay's achievements include serving as the Murray Chapter
President, President Elect, Secretary and Vice President. She served the Kentucky
Division as Secretary, Vice President, President Elect and President. She is a Certified
Administrative Professional (CAP), continues her education not only by taking classes at
Murray State, but also by attending continuing education seminars. She also serves as a
presenter of such seminars.
Kay is employed at Murray State University in the Department of History. She and her
husband, Ray, are members of Poplar Spring Baptist Church,
Kay is also a member of the Murray Woman's Club Home Department and serves as
Publicity Chair of the General Club.
Other honors announced at the annual meeting included: Murray Chapter received the
Division Award for Education for the third year in a row and Marion Hale, 2006-07
Chapter President, received her silver spirit award for 25 years as a member of IAAP.

Photo provided
Pictured with Hays is Wilma Yeary CPSIFLMI. member for whom the award was named.

cic AIDIDILIE Cult
1005 Arcadia Circle • P.O. Box 1063• Murray, KY 42071
270-7594866• bigappiemurray.com

Thank l'ou
Customer Service Representatives

605 Main Street• Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-2552• Fax (270)759-0769

We Salute our IAAP Members
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Office Extras, Inc.
Providing Trained Professionals

We work together to help
job seek( -s find a team and
employers find great team players!

CALL US FOR
ALL YOUR
OFFICE
WORKER
NEEDS
*We Do Temp-To-Perm
Also screen your
permanent placements

Our Administrative Assistants are phenomenal,
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THE POWER WITHIN

Jeanne Fleming
President

Serving Murray & Surrounding Area For 21 Years
1303 Clayhni thivr.
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The 21st Century Administrative Professional

One of the largest segments of the office workforce...

More than 4.2 million administrative assistants and secretaries, along with 1.4 million
Median annual earnings ut executive secretaries and administrative assistants were
supervisors of office and administrative support workers, were employed in the United $37,240 in May 2()06. The middle 50 percent earned between $30,240 and $46,160. The
States in 2006.
lowest 10 percent earned less than $25,190. and the highest 10 percent earned more than
A total of 476,000 administrative professionals are employed in Canada, including $56,740. Median annual earnings in the industries employing the largest numbers of exec365.670 secretaries, 26,390 executive assistants and 84,140 clerical supervisors (Statistics utive secretaries and administrative assistants in May 2006 were:
Canada).
— Management of companies and enterprises $41,570
Millions more administrative professionals work in offices around the globe.
— Local government 38,670
More than 255,000 administrative assistant and secretarial positions will be added in the
— Colleges, universities, and professional schools 36,510
U.S. between 2004 and 2014, representing growth of 6.2%. More than 438,000 office
— State government 35,830
supervisor positions will be added.(U.S. Department of Labor)
— Employment services 31,600
An increasingly vital and skilled role in today's (and tomorrow's) office...
Median annual earnings of legal secretaries were $38,190 in May 2006. The middle 50
The administrative professional's job today requires skills in management functions and percent earned between $29,650 and $48,520. The lowest 10 percent earned less than
technology, including: project management; integrated computer software applications; $23,870, and the highest 10 percent earned more than $58,770. Medical secretaries earned
organization and scheduling; Internet/Intranet communications and research; document a median annual salary of $28,090 in May 2006. The middle 50 percent earned between
preparation, storage, and retrieval, with emphasis on electronic recordkeeping; customer $23,250 and $34,210. The lowest 10 percent earned less than $19,750, and the highest 10
service and public relations.
percent earned more than $40.870.
Admins are handling a wider variety of duties beyond strictly clerical roles. Today's
Salaries vary a great deal, however, reflecting differences in skill, experience, and level
admins often purchase office equipment and supplies, plan meetings and special events, of responsibility. Certification in this field may be rewarded by a higher salary.
work closely with vendors and suppliers, create presentations and give them as well, interA 2005 survey of IAAP members showed that 45% of members earn more than $40,000
v;ew, orient and supervise other staff, write and edit documents, schedule events and facil- per year in base salary, compared to 33% in 2002 and 8% in 1997.
ities, coordinate direct mailings, maintain multiple schedules and calendars, handle messages and correspondence(with voice mail, e-mail and regular postal mail), maintain computer files, directories, and databases, and more.
Job Titles
Most common job titles reported by members of the International Association of
Administrative Professionals (IAAP) in a 2005 survey are administrative assistant, 30%;
executive assistant, 18%; executive secretary, 6%; office manager or supervisor, 5%; and
secretary, 5%. More than one fourth (26%) of those surveyed have a wide range of titles
commonly including terms such as coordinator, administrator, specialist, associate, or
denoting specialized business types or functions such as legal, accounting, medical, human
resources. and many others.
Average Salaries
According to the U.S. Department of Labor, median annual earnings of secretaries,
except legal, medical, and executive, were $27,450 in May 2006. The middle 50 percent
earned between $21,830 and $34,250. The lowest 10 percent earned less than $17,560, and
the highest 10 percent earned more than $41,550. Median annual earnings in the industries
employing the largest numbers of secretaries, except legal, medical, and executive in May
2006 were:
— Local government $30,350
— General medical and surgical hospitals 28,810
Photo provided
— Colleges, universities, and professional schools 28,700
AT THE MEETING: Marion Hale, Kay Hays CAP, and Laura Dziekonski (left to right) are pic— Elementary and secondary schools 28,120
tured attending the 2007 Kentucky Division Annual Meeting in Lou;sville.
-- Employment services 26.810
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I MSU STUDENT AFFAIRS
/ Salutes all our Office Professionals
and Support Staff
Lee Anderson, Diane Blakely, Charlotte Bradshaw, Lori Brisendine, Sara Bmh, Renee Carnes,
Johnathan Chancellor, Lynda Chaney, Marianna Chrysiliou, Stacie Collins, Renae Conner, Angela
Darnell. Melissa Dodd. Pam Embry, Rhonda Felts, Debbie Fielder, Debbie Futrell, Barbara Gibbs,
Susan Gore, Debbie Griffin, Dee Gunton, Jan Harper, Jennifer Haworth, Lisa Heathcott. Lyn
Henderson, Erin Hickey, Cheryl Hicks. Pat Hosford, Ruth LaRock, Dawn Manley, Jo Ann Mathis,
Abby Miller. Candice Miller. Clover Paradise, Zebreina Patterson. Phyllis Price, Mayda Ragsdale,
Barbara Rose, Ruth Ann Taylor, Stacy Therrien, tune Welter. Calla Witcher. Becky Wilder, Denise
Windsor. Dena Wisehart. and Donna York.
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to all office administrators!
608B Main Street, Suite 6B • Murray, Kentucky 42071
Office: 270.761.K2135 • Mobile: 270.227.9713
Website: www.k2ds.coM • Email: justin@k2ds.com

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER,INC.

GREY'S

God has a reason for everything. His reason for
giving us A.J. & DeAndra has been so evident.
What a blessing for all who come.
Thank You,
Dr Dennis L Heskett
Chiropractor
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K-SQUARED
DESIGNS
GRAPHIC & WEISITE DESIGN SERVICES

dist..otPery.

1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass • Murray, KY 42071

270.759.1116• Fax: 270.759.1117
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e-mail heskettarnurray-ky.net
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753-4451

McNutt Insurance Inc.
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Murray State University thanks its administrative
professional staff membersfor their exceptional
contributions to the university community.
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We Appreciate Glenda Anderson, Martha Harper and Dina Hearn
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Thank You For
Dining At Dumplin's

H.R.H.

DUMPLIN'S
753-0000
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Administrative Professionals
Week Celebrated Since 1952
Since 1952, the International Association of Administrative Professionals has honored
office workers by sponsoring Administrative Professionals Week. Today, it is one of the
largest workplace observances outside of employee birthdays and major holidays.
The idea began with Mary Barrett, president of the National Secretaries Association,
now called IAAP, and C. King Woodbridge, president of Dictaphone Corporation. They
served on a council addressing a national shortage of skilled office workers. Together with
Harry Klemfuss, public relations account executive at Young & Rubicam, they originated
the idea for a National Secretaries Week.
The association successfully campaigned U.S. Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer
to proclaim the first National Secretaries Week on June 1-7, 1952.
He designated Wednesday, June 4 as National Secretaries Day. Sawyer, Barrett and
Woodbridge participated in ceremonies held in Washington, D.C.
IAAP created National Secretaries Week with two objectives in mind: to recognize "the
secretary, upon whose skills, loyalty, and efficiency the functions of business and government offices depend," and to call attention "through favorable publicity, to the tremendous
potential of the secretarial career."
Photo provided
Named changed to Administrative Professionals Week
(IAAP), Murray Chapter
In 1955, the observance date of National Secretaries Week was moved to the last full The International Association of Administrative Professionals
Center. Pictured above is comweek of April. The observation changed to Professional Secretaries Week in 1981, and Community Service committee collected cans for the WATCH
Brenda Kimbro along with WATCH client Brian with
becarne Administrative Professionals Week in 2000 to encompass the expanding respon- mittee members Jennifer Dixon, left, and
some of the cans collected. Director Peggy Williams said cans are always welcome and are
sibilities and wide-ranging job titles of administrative support staff.
much appreciated. For more information on the Murray Chapter or IAAP please call
Over the years, observances of Administrative Professionals Week have focused on pro- very
Laura Dziekonski at 809-4816.
fessional development.'Today, local chapters of IAAP hold hundreds of seminars and networking events in their communities during the week. Other events include luncheons,
corporate recognition activities, and individual observances between managers and office
staff.
Headquartered in Kansas City, Missouri, the International Association of
The Murray Chapter of the International Association of Administrative Professionals
Administrative Professionals today remains the sole sponsor of Administrative (IAAP) will host the 37th Annual Executive Night Banquet on Monday. May 5, 2008. A
Professionals Week and Administrative Professionals Day. IAAP continues to believe in buffet dinner will be held at 6:30 p.m. in Murray State University's Curtis Center
the importance of this event to call attention to the increasing value and contributions of Ballroom. The theme will be "Reflections, Past, Present & Future" and will highlight
administrative professionals in today's workplace. For more information in the history of those members, past and present, involved in NSA/PSI/IAAP over the past thirty-seven
IAAP and Administrative Professionals Week visit the Web site at www.iaap- years. We are looking forward to a special photo presentation documenting our history. •
hq.org/APW/apwindex.htm.
The buffet meal of Prime Rib or Apple Stuffed Chicken Breast. Berry Salad, Scalloped
Administrative Professionals Week is April 20-26, 2008. Administrative Professionals Potatoes, Green Beans Almandine, Dutch Apple Caramel Cheesecake or Derby Pie, Rolls,
Day is Wednesday, April 23, 2008. The 2(X)8 theme is "Forward Moving."
Tea and Coffee will be offered at the affordable cost of $10.
We welcome all business and office professionals (active or retired) to join us for this
very special occasion. Since reservations are needed, please RSVP by contacting Sarah
Alexander by telephone (270)759-4446 or via e-mail salexander@munay-ky.net before
April 30, 2008.
We look forward to seeing you on May 5th!

Banquet to be held May 5

Photo provided
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We proudly salute our Administrative Prqfessionals
Mary Wooldridge, Mona Bolin & Heather Scott.

KOPPERUD
753-1222
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711 Mein Street, Murray KY 42071

(270) 753-1222
www,murraykyroalestats,aorn

Terry & Karen Isaacs - Owners

201 S. Third Street -

Murray, Koniucky - 793.2411

Best Wishes During
Administrative
Professionals Week
The Officers and Board of Directors of The Murray Bank
take this opportunity to salute our office professionals.

Saluting Administrative Professionals

Bank
MurraY
How Bankirlg Should Be
memb''
FDK

405 S. 12th St. • 700 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY
270-753-5626 • www.themurraybank.com

Now Offering

oil Iirt.akta.,I IVItuu

7 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Sat. and 5 p.m.-9 p.m. Fri. Er Sat.for Dinner
2397 State Route 94 East

Murray, KN

To order, please call
(270) 733-0594
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TO

RE

Paul %Tamen and wife. Gail Whitrught,
and all other unknown persona who may
claim any interest in the subject matter of
this action
Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action File
No 05-C1.00132, Captioned Jeff William.
and wife, Joyce Witham., vs Paul Whitnight
and wife, Gail Whitnight, et al , Defendants

The undersigned ati,rney filed an action in the
Calloway Circuit Court to notify the above identified
individuals and all other unknown persons who may
claim any interest in the sidle -t matter of this lawsuit, that an action has been filed regarding real
property known as Lot 796 in Unit II of Anderson
Shores Subdivision in Calloway County, Kentucky
and more particularly deAribed in the lawsuit The
Plaintiffe on this actual asserts that they are the
owner of the property and that any rights you [nay
have in the property should be terminated
('nlesu a defense or answer to the lawsuit as made
by you on or before April 28, 2008 •judvnent by
default may be vented against you Copies of the
complaint can be obtained from the Clerk of the
Calloway Circuit Court, Calloway County Judicial
Building, 312 North 4th Street. Murray, KY 42071

Position:

Street Sweeper
(part-time employment - approximately 25 hours
per week Must be able to work night shaft on
Friday through Tuesday nights

Department:

Street Departinent

Pay per hour:

$10.00

Requirements:

Must have valid Kentucky drivers license
Must have high school diploma or GEL)

Application for employment is available by contacting the City Clerk's
office at 104 N 5th Street or on-line at www.murnLy.kv.gov (click
Administration tab and then the Personnel tabi
Applications will be accepted until Monday, April 28, 2008 at 5.00 p.m.

Ricky A Lamlun. EA]
304 North 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
i 270) 753.1737
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS

SUMO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knight, nt Columbus.
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers Its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
infomiation do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility 'whatsoever for their
activnies
Mitmd Rend
FOUND Small. brown
emale dog Possibly
Shiba Iflu or mix 7531164
BMW
ACCOUNTING
General
Position
Responsibilities
Processing accounts
payable and accounts
receivabie, preparation
of monthly financial
statements, tracking
fixed assets Required
education and evenBachelors
ence
Degree preferred, a
minimum of five years
experience in a similar
Required
position
knowledge skills and
Marinas Proficiency in
and
Peachtree
Quickbooks preferred
literacy.
ccmputer
specifically Microsoft
organistrong
Office.
zational skills. strong
verbal communications
skills E-mail resume to
murrayaccounting0g
mail corn
ARE computers your
passion? Put your tat
eats to work in an entry
and
position
level
enjoy the opportunity
to grow with us We
need someone full erne
who can do web
design, help talk people through software
installs and learn new
quickly
programs
Please call Lorraine at
(270)436-2793 from
9:00-5:00.
CDL driver needed,
asphalt construction
759-0501
FULL time bookkeep
experience
er,
computer
required,
knowledge required
Apply in person Welch
Concrete Products, US
HWY 641 North, Almo.
KY.

Dlessi
Tech/Mechanic
tur High
Paying position
Great Benefits &
Retirement
Looking
for a Career Not
just a Job
Reese call

NATIONAL
877-339-1186
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on ow clasaltied
wefipagc at
murrayledger corn,
you will be redirected
to tobnetwork.com
By dolma
Murray and local Nib
listings will appear on
this *ramie
Nowever, as a nauonal
website, not all listings
cm the yoboetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledges
& Times Please call
us if you have any
qoestions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings Thank you
DO you love worldng
wtth kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you' Full lime and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15t1, St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
DRIVERS A steady
lifestyle' Top pay, greet
benefits' No experience'? No problem'
a/emer Enterprises
ext
800-346-21318
150
EXPERINCED rooters
needed. Call 7530355 or 293-0354.
FULL-TIME Customer
Support
Representatives need
ed CSRs provide
Phone support for
PowerClaim line of
solutions 1 year college required
Health/life/dental
insurance. 18 paid
days off/year. retirement Email resumes
to candiceapowerclaim corn
hiring
now
KFC
cashiers & cooks. Must
be available for all
shifts. Apply in person
205N. 12th St.
MURRAY real estate
licensing class. Four
June.
weekends.
(270)223-0789.
doloiseadams0yahoo.
COrn

We are currently looking for Crew Members
said Assistant Managers in the Murray. KY
area to Join our team. Qualified candidates
will have at least one ye-ar of management
experience in the quick-service testament
environment
We offer an attractive compensation and benefits package including health and dental insur
ance. paid life insurance. 401110, tuition reimbursement. bonuses and opportunity for
advancement
Qualified candidates please email your
resumes to:
robertspaulding530yehoo corn or
call Bobby at 270-2(0-6016.
EEO Employer
The Butcher Nock
Now hiong help tor a Moody and reicared ufmos
phase where we .11 be serving gin:Arty meat and
rood with excellent guest service We must con
side( you to be genuinely friendly trustwortro and
cornostted to the best interest of our guests and
!earn members Hiring cashiers and deli help that
can be on time and willing to go the extra rode
Fl/PT positions available to Me Oght ndMclocits
Come be a part of the Butcher Block where we
WI Moot all your expectations
Email resume to
thetrutcherblockofmurrayOgmoll.com or
moll to BB Resumes FO Sox 1022
Murray. KY 42071

BMW
LOCAL small business
seeking administrative
assistant. Part time
position
summer
becoming ful° time
fall.
the
position in
Transportation, basic
computer ano office
skills a must Payroll
and bookeeping experience a plus mad
resume to P.O. Box
965 Murray KY 42071.
NIGHT time
Bartenders, full or part
time. For appt call
(731)7824775
NOW taking *polies.
tions for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 5 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NURSING Assistant
for doctor's office Take
vital signs and prepare
patient for doctor Full
time. Send resume to
PO box 1040 N,
Murray. KY 42071
OTR drivers needed
Wages
Competitive
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience
MVR (800)468-6087
wee mmersyledipor.•
rsytedeer Cern
II (1115.0

glitgo BMW
RESIDENT ASSISTArrT
Must provide direct
supervision and assistance to residents of a
grcup home for the
Other
ill
mentally
responsibilities include
providing monitoring
and maintaining facility.
Health
Behavioral
Initiatives is now hiring
at our Puryear facility.
Applicants must posSaab the abilay to
relate well with residents and staff
High school diploma or
eauivalent and valid
Driver's License is
required.
BHI is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Please send resume
to:
Behavioral Health
Initiatives
36C Sandstone Circle
Jackson, TN 38305

SONIC of Murray Is
ooking for expert
Reetauren
fenced
Manager. Pay rate
benefits WI
and
depend on 'sawn
once. Meese send
to.
resume
Restaurant Manager,
137 Gibbs Store Rd,
Murray. KY 42071.
WORK from home'
Incorporated 500 company. No eales, not
man.(270)804-5848.

I

*Padang

CLEANING houses 20
years experience 270
759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129

clean
WILL
houses/offices Please
calf (270)293-5806

MOM COMPUTERS
sennce/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3566

EIJ
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
227-6004
BUYWIG old US Coln
collections. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 5195 12in.
Murray

SCRAP
CARS
, I ci.

1750 Lowes Dnve Murray. KY 42071

Immediately Available:

- I' \\\ \

\I

No employment benefits wIth this position as it h a part-time position.
Any one interested in this position contact Street Department
Superintendent, Ron Allbritten at 270-762-0377 or the Personnel
Department at 270-762-0330 Cal 103

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS

1'1111

\

The City of Murray has thefollowing vacancy:

Take the reign on a million dollar operation
as part of our management learn. You'll get
the support and training you need to succeed,
plus the rewa.-ds your hard work deserves

Wen to Buy

Want to Bay

R.
I-11177,

[

/I'

Farm6eulpriant

JD 600 Hiboys $3,500
JD 6000 Hicycles
Tobacco
$7,500
each
15
sticks.
(502)550-4080

Elartrir
,
Arwstiew es,
Medicare, Medicaid &
Private Insurance
Rot wont, Now
notable tia rhoc w eb
oorbilirr protilems that
qualify Information
swan AO,ulable
I 4100-225-4336

UPRIGHT piano, good
$900 00
condition
(270)210-2050

GUEINEA eggs, and
(baby
Keats
Gueinea's) 437-4823.
NAM RADIO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE:
Vintage Ham Radio
HP-238
Heathkit
power supply with
Ham
Old
manual
Radio Heathlut HW-12
transciever
SSB
&manual loom IC U82
UPIF handheld Two
Way Radio. Ten Tec
model 2425 2 Meter
Amplifer Ham Radio.
Berwood tr 7730 2
meter FM transceiver
with mike power cord.
mountng bracket. manual in factory box
(731)6424222

SECRETARY/BOOKK
EEPER. construction
and or trucking industry and plus Send
resume to: P.O. Box
816, Murray

93 16x80 Fleetwood
Reflections, 38R. 2BA.
78 Motorhome. Piano
227-0379

SERVALL Termite &
Pest Control is seeking
applications for termite
technician.
Qualifications include
valid DL, pass drug
screen, must be able to
lift 50lbs., and crawl
under houses Apply in
person Mon-Fri, 8:005:00

KOI fish and small
aquatium. 753-0089.

ElOWFLEX iiiimate 2.
$1.000- 293-5862

GOLF can, Yamaha
48V, top, windshield.
seat covers, absolutely
like new. $3,500. 4354714
EKCERISE bench &
weights, $75-00 3546382.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
in•OffIce Hours
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Felten

-Owner Finance***
16x80 2 BR. 2 BA
$2,950 down. $435 per
mo. 55 Jessica Ln.
Byerly,
Bonnie
Principal Broker. 7520729.
1983 Fairmont 14x70,
3-BR t.5-BA. LR pull
out Riviera Ct 51
be
moved.
Must
75356.000-080
0250. 703-5804

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD ielevisione
Flat screen Plasma &
LON Rear Protection
LG. Toshiba
also
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

t989 14x70 furrsished,
front & back porch.
C/H/A. $6,500. after
5:00.(270)436-5701
Fleetwood
1996
16030. 3BR, 2BA.
condition.
Excellent
(270)489-2525.
PRICED TO SELL"
2001 claytonlex80
36r 26a, & land
New - 2 car carport &
12x16 storage build
ing
Landscaped, tn a
rear peach, too much
to list
North of Murray
After 6PM 270-7599362
REPO 2005 Double
Wide 5 BR home on 1
acre located in Pans.
TN Call 731-584-9429
for more details

KR- Kraal's Lawn and
Tractor Parts and
Service 759-9831

LARGE
•SELECTION
A15•ED APPIIIANE
•• WARD ELKIN%

(270) 7531113

SPECIAL.
SPRING
new
a
Purchase
Clayton Home in the
month of April and
PAYNO
receive
MENTS FOR FOUR
MONTHS!! Call or
detail at 731-584-9429.

WI HAVE
••• MOVED •
WARD ICEMEN..
1,05
I T H x1
'11/01/S3 1,15

King brass bed with
contemporary
black
set (270)753-2135
Moving must sell nice
oak table with leaf 8 4
chairs, curio cabinet
and oak desk 812384-7030, 270-8732106

&Garden

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

Nome Fa Sete
LIOUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Gol
Unbelievable Deals.
Save
Only 4 left
Thousands)' Call now
731-584-9429

Pi.t/is

1 Lazy Boy, taupe
recliner, 1 Berkline,
burgundy recliner. 1 3
cushion Lane sofa, all
condition
excellent
Call 753-4575 or 7535443 after 6pm

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

One and Two Redniom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

• NW)

Arlan
Fat Sib

2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom • $495
3 Bedroom - based on income
Section 8 vouchers accepted 0
on all apartments.
• Free Cable • Washer. Dryer Range thshwasher. &
Reingclatuf Provided • All Elecinc • C'arpci & Ceramic
Tile • Central Heat & Air • Patio/Beck
Some restrictions apply
Call his for details :70-762-1044 or
270-804-0850 'IT) #800-648-6056

I

HUSTLER zero turn
inowers In stock. 12
months same as
cash. Western Auto
of Benton Inc. 312
East 12M Street,
Benton, KY 42025
(270)527-8661

iet Equipmret
gr
ica11' grain auger, with
out motor, $50 7486477

3 BR 1 5 BA duplex
appliances
C/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898

duplex
BR
2
washer/dryer. C/H/A
1, 2. 3 BR apartments
753-1252
753-0606
761-3694
2 BR, 1 BA newly decorated. $435/month
$435/security one year
pets
no
tease,
( 2 7 0 )2 2 7 - 4 0 3 7
(270)761-4861
2-BR duplex apartment. C/1-1/A. W/D. furnished and lawn mamt
No pets, 1 yr lease
$450/moe$350deposn
Call
304B S 6th
(615)907-4955.
2BR duplex. 2BA.
garage. No pets 7537457 or 227-3054
2BR duplex. nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Venous locate:me. Coleman RE
7534898
2BR& 38R apartments
available Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 & 4 BR townhouses
5630-900 per month
Includes
pets
No
washer'dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included Meadowlark
Townhouses
(270)348-0458
384BR. 2BA available
appliances
now
Coleman RE 753-9898

wents For Rent
ll-Apair
lini
1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets Leave a mes
sage 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment.
clean and nice all
appliances, including
Pets
No
W/D
(270)436-2524 or 2936906.
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
182 BR apts, 1-year
lease 1BR $350.00.
28R $475.00 Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559
2 BR apt., extra nice,
1403A
$540.
Valleywood. Available
May 1st. 753-3018

Four Rivers Fuller
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for HUD subeidized
housing in Mayfield,
KY Applicants must be
able to bye independently and have either a
mental rilness, mental
retardation or physical
disability. Rent will be
based
determined
upon the income of the
applicant Four Rivers
Apartments is a fair
housing provider For
more
information
regarding the application process. contact
Caskey,
Shalon
for
Coordinator
Supports,
Housing
Four Rivers Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway,
Paducah, KY 42001
Ext
(270)442-7121
260 Open Until Filled
EOE.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica
eons for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone.
accessible.
Mon
&
492-8721.
Thurs
10-12am TDD No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity

' Showers''
!
(1
Bring May
Flowers!
lex

Nice 2 BR trailer, no
pets 753-9866
Small 28R. $225. 755.6012.

DUPLEXS for rent, all
appliances Included.
Call 767-9948.

&TIMES
Home Delivery

1

o aao.

-$5230
I yr.........$99.40
Real of/t. KY/TN
Pc,,,,,

3 mo.......
.......490.00
6
$120.11
I yr
Check

Local Mall

I

CU 40
3 ma
6 ego.-.-.46e.011
175-SINAI
All Other haddl
Seborriptiom
3 mo.
6 mo.

I yr.....-...31115.0

Money Order

Visa

Name
St. Address
City_. _
State
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
eall (2701753-1916

a

•dger & 'Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limos

For Pens

111111111111111

ITrop. ForTient

LIKE new. 1BR apt, al
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr 270-559-9080 o
leave message

SPACE available
University Square
CENTURY 21 Logone
Jobs Reattors

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

270 753 1492

This Auction is absolute.

Saturday, April 26th, 2008
9:30 a.m.
OPEN HOUSE
Tues., April 22nd, 20011
54 p.m.

Chevy
1993
Cheyenne. 6 cycle.
aluminum tool box,
new parts, 148.000
males, price negotiable
753-6842. 293-7252.
84 Ford 150 454 LWB
460 engine (270)293/740

Nan

1)0 Ash Street • Murray, Kentucky
Auction held onsite
Corner of ht & Ash - Chestnut E.
to 1st, right on Ash

I IKC blue lawn pit bull.
8 weeks, $400
(270)217-4493

FOR RENT
Own your own home! 3 BR. 1.5 BA mobile
me with laminate flooring. all appliances
-lulled. $1,5(X1 down, $450 per month
Cornerstone Hearty and Rental LLC

IRTMENTS

y. KY 42071

in" lead Haw Paint DrwItwure to he
Iteal Estate "...mkt
signed day 114 sale II)% buyer. protium v. ill he added to the
final Aid and,, part of the conantet pnce due dam oil rain and
non-reitindablei ltrt down on real estate and balance due In
Slid.,, cash or hen lrte,, intim All announcement, clay
of sale take preketletkr me, alms other

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services
All remodeling
No lot too small.

Free estimates.
(731)247-1001
(731)363-3511
ROOFING Free estr
mate (270)2934020
(270)293-1924

David's
Home
Improvement

CATHY'S
Wallpapering.
Painting Gleaning
270- 227-6606 731498-8904
Ii it
t I 1. Ilt \ -11\1,

3 Bedroom, I bath, great starter home or rental
investment Starting Bid 115,000(X/

Campbell
Auction
Real Estate

095

ct
income
accepted
num

FOR

RENT

2 Bit, I BA. CHA, I -Car Garage, Like New
Floors. Rent tor $350 or Rent to Own $2,500 down, $350 per month Tn-City area.
Cornerstone Realty and Rental LLC

ts.
ge Dishwasher. 44
• Carper & Ceramic
Patio/Deck
apply
762-1044 or

110 North 12th St., Murray. KY 42071
270-753-9090

(270)761-7355
BENGAL kittens, spot
ted leopard, TICA registered.
$350,
(270)703-5877

For Rent

ssex Downs

BR, 1 BA house,
25mo.deposit, no
s. 502 Broad St.
alking distance to
ospital.
(270)29312.

its

ray. KY 42071

56
- Ext. 283

- 12 p.m.
.m..6

4 1 5 BA duplex
appliances.
A
mart RE 753-9898

LEXS for rent, all
lances included.
787-994/.

Rivers Fuller
dments is now
toting applications
HUD subsidized
;tog in Mayfield.
loplicants must be
to live independr and have either a
tat illness, mental
'dation or physical
Nifty. Rent will be
rmined
based
the income of the
cant. Four Rivers
dments is a fair
one provider For
information
B
rding the applicaprocess. contact
Caskey.
Ion
for
rdinator
sing
Supports.
Rivers Behavioral
Ith, 425 Broadway.
ucah, KY 42001
Ext
114424121
Open Until Filled

Apanmsnts
1
.ZEL
taking applica; for 1 & 2br units
I based on income
impairment
aity
Phone.
issible.
8721. Mon 8
2am. TOO No
0-648-6056 Equal
sing Opportunity.

•
I
I
I

ase 410- L)I
C)

1 South 6th. 3 bedom
bath,
1
dishasher/dryer:
asher. refrigerator:
living/dining
ova,
ooms bonus room:
Screened porch, hardwood floors 270-7611317

UKC blue fawn pit bull
8 weeks, $400
(270)217-4493
Land

I

-WA

Rad or Law

TOBACCO ground
approx. 10.5 acres.
highly productive and,
water available close
by. (270)489-2116

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Eabla
Manny I eds., /4 limes 5a1,
Moultong Act r`4011...
erteied herein
On rcal
to the Federal I air
maim, it
liott.tng Art
illegal to adsernw any peter
twir ',margin or dit noun..
11441 howd on rine Lonr wit
handtior tamsisal va
won
he. or tonteial origin. or intrn
non tii make or. ..41 peeler
enti. limitation. or dot runina
hoe
ioriNd do.craninai,on
441..
in 111....ik nval or achertising
01,11 ,14te hawd tm factor. in
Addlt11111 to thew,. protected
under letteral law
VW .111 know Ingh wkete any
ads rowing tor real e.t.a. which
,,ris,'ss,l,.is,nrsyiF,-Io. All
r.a. an ht rehi intorined
that all dwelling‘ ad,erhard are
inoilahle on or eito.ii orportu
nth. hams
For halter awotonic with Fair
I louiong Adii crimps require
ms-nt. iontao AA (cantor;
hlarn.111116451014,
He,-r

All sizes to
fit your nerds
located bs
Froggy radio station

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. -4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

270-753-5562

aW&MMO
VoWnVoo'

J&I,RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
7205.4TH S1'.
pa/v.611:1, am...de
IOXIO $25 IOUS WS

10 acres north o
the
near
Murray
Marshall County line
Great building site
$45,000 call 293,7872

,ns,435-232.4
12751 293411111
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

3 acre wooded lot with
pond in Sartoga Farms
subdtvisioe 293-7872
3AC.,
REDUCED
SARATOGA FARMS.
right corner.
back
White fence in front.
270-519-2290

PREMIER
MINtSTORAGE
•InsKie climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
.We sell boxes'
.We rent U Hauls
753-9600

Inc.h.ra Mini Storage
`Climate Control
.*Nlo LaINVB
207 South 7th St.

139 acres near New
Concord Trophy deer
and turkey hunting
125 acres of martimber
ketable
$275 000 293-7872

raZiCntrarietinel Prop. FortH

L kru"

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime loca
tion. 753-2905. 293
1480

Tendable farm land for
19.6
acres
sale.
Contact Herman Canol
or
(270)753-1219
(2701(1178-1208

MJC

NEON BEACH
MINI•STO
I

payment to:

'All Size Untte
Available
Now Have

1
1
1

Great Location
1807 Kirkwood
Extra Nice
Up-dated,
spotless, nice
appliances. Ready
for you
$119.000
For detail and
viewing call

753-8029
Buccaneer
1995
fndt
2800, perm
1.17-ac, 4br. 2ba, cite,
gas fireplace. new
appliances, hardwood
floors,
new-roof 07. $77,000.
( 2 7 0)2 9 3 - 7 2 5 7
(270)293-9887
3 BR. 1 BA house, 1
block from Murray
campus.
State
Recently remodeled,
1,400 sq It hardwood
floors, double drive$82,500.
ways
(502)387-6054
3-BR, 2-BA house on
25 acres with swim
ming pool and 30'x50'
detached garage. 270978-0505. 270-4362051.

Climate Control

7534253

2611. Harris flote boat
115hp motor, $4,000.
227-1560

Fat WS
REDUCED 4BFI. 2
bath, garage, acre lot,
plus rental mobile
home, 5 miles from
MSU off Hwy 80
$79,900 556-6868
RED-UCElfil
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, water
front lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595

'ATVs

2411. Pontoon Boat i
Motor, $1.000. 3546382
1990 Champion bass
boat 2011 lung, 1978
Mercury Mariner 150
obo
$5,900
HP.
(270)293-2430.
85 Bayliner Capri runs,
$450
needs work
753-2961

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

•

usm
I AWrsi stavir
st.1.mIng

71.1-1

USED TIRES

Call 7.$3-5606

22710b11

Youit 4.0
L °ULU Hi
HIRE FOR
ONLY 575 00
\ MONTH
(.111 751•1916
227-8575
Din Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing gutter cleaning, bush tornming, and more.

Hifi Eleciric
Since I 986

24 now soma
Way Vohldos
I NI \ 11 Ill \ I
Ill 111 111 I It

'

`"*",•'1 "'"1"'.1'
n ,nn
\II

IMMEDIATE
possesoon, country living at
ifs best. 2 BR, 1 BA
lake are home with 5
acres. Pnced to sell
731 -247$65.000.
3110. 731-707-2641.
NEW construction, lust
finished 141 Blissful
View. Saratoga II. Up
scale home 4-1314. 2
BA 12701804-1655
NEW homes and lots
in Riverfield Estates
located on Doran Road
South. Come and see
what we have to offer
Matt Jennings 2937872
NEWLY --renovated
3138, large den- could
be 4th BR. 2BA, brick
ranch. living/dinning
room, stainless steel
appliances.
kitchen
new beautiful hardnew
floors,
wood
Italian tile bath, new
C/H/A, freshly paroled
walls, beautiful crown
molding, 2064 sq
fruit orchard grape
arbor, garden area on
apps 3 acres, 4mi
Calloway.
north
$142,000 753-1140,
293-3750.
NICE. clean. 3 BR, 2
BA, country house.
outside building Large
trees 4mi west of Lynn
Grove $53000 382
2197

PRICED belowappraisal! New
3br/2ba home FSBO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II $249.099
Call 1 949 689 5998

2004 Toyota Rave. 5
speed manual transmrtution, 30 mpg, full
power, AC. AM-FM CD
player, white with tan
rntenor, keylees entry
condemn,
excellent
25,000 miles. $14,875.
436-5610
*2002 Jeep Cherokee
special edition, 74.000
miles, 4x4, V-fl, white
with charcoal intedor,
new tires excellent
condition
91999 Chevrolet
Tahoe, 4x4, V-8.
113,000 miles. blue
with gray leather inter,.
or, heated seats, low
package excellent
condition. 753-2486 or
227-7822
Used Cats

Res.. Com . & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All pies - big or small

753-9562

436-2867 Lamb's
Professionx Tree
Service Conipiete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, haoireo etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clear'
out garages, gutters
funk & tree work
At Joe's Mower reps.
Tune-up specials
Free pock-up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867

PLIANCE REPAIR
,
Al
SERVICE • PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OH
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

1'1 I U I
\lilt hill IIrcos.
Pa\ 412
06 Honda Shadow
only
Sprit custom
4,000 miles, extra nice.
55,500 227-3123 or
978-5855.

1
••• I.1

1997 Saturn, white, 4door 126,000 miles.

$2,000 Call 293-8244
92 Olds station wagon.
runs good $750 obo
759-1771
TNdts
Sharp) 2007 Dodge
Ram Quad Cab stil
under
warranty
$18,000 obo 731-247
3110
2001 Chevy Siverado.
all power, air, CD,
89,000 miles. 4362602

DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting
293-5438

BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hoo
ging, tilling, mulch,
grading
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00 (270)4365277
Lawn
CALHOON'S
Care & Asphalt Seal
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293-0161

fROYER•S
Pole
Construction.
barns. shingles, metal
Troyer
roofing. Daniel
(270)804-6884
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267

Horoscope
270-293-5624

land.. aping tk
'rat lea, naming
two Livarinreed.

NM Puts

759-4418.227-4484

(270)210-2050

sib

1200
Haney,
06
Sportster, 1,000mi, like
354-6382
new $7.900

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
reliable, but
sources
COMPLETE yard care,
inaccuracies do occur.
much
mowing,
Readers using this
(270)227-2449.
rnformation do so at
NADEAU'S
their own ask Although
Construction
persons and compa*Flooring *Decks
nies mentioned herein
*Vinyl siding -Ail
are believed to be repHome Improvements
utable, The Murray
(270)978-2111
Ledger & Times, nor
Licensed/Insured
any of its employees
nadeauconstructron.nel
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
I I 1 I's
activities.
11 \NON 5\1WK,
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

1973 Mark Twain left
v-haul with 85hp mercury, new everything
$1.000
0130

I

I
16 inch
Starting at S.70 morintrd

i!"1-11-0

761-STOlit
II Other Mail
uliecriptions
s.
.47540
-596.118
$145.16

MOMS For Sits

1850 St Rt'121S
Murray. KY 42071

APACE HAW

rIMES
Ales1 Mail

REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
3 Black. 2
pups.
salt&pepper, 3-males,
Ready
2-females.
4/30. Vet checked.
tails
wormed,
shots,
docked. 293-1482

BR. IBA, house in
ntry. CO/A. apple
mo
$500
nces
lemon RE 753-9898

Apartments
Air
mons

/

DOG Obedience.
436-2858.

2008 Spring In-Water
Boat Show May 2, 3 &
4, at Kentucky Dam
Marina on Kentucky
Lake in Gabertsville.
KY Over 5,000.000
worth of new, used and
brokered boats will be
Call
display
on
(270)362-8343 for info
www kentucklaney•
acht.com

JIM TATE JR. AUCTIONEER NP1136

(270)761-7355

(34

Times
.0
12071
•1916

95 Ford F-150 Pick-up,
4 speed. $2,900 3546382

PARK SIDE
CAR WASH
Randavash and VJC.1/01
starring at 512 50 on
rars and trucks'lull
deldit available
(270)970.7116

"an

pirtivonts For Bed

Zip

99 Forel Ranger super
cab, 4 OR. 82K miles
loaded sharp $6.800
obo. 978-1548

AKC Pomp. 2 female-,
champage white. let
shots, ready to go
(270) 804-3767

Nooses For Root

(Mated

two Trucks

AKC boxer puppies
awn
brindle
and
$350 (270)354-6337.

SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt upstairs,
water paid available
now, no pets
$260/mo 753-5980

Visa

530

AUCTION AUCTION AUCTION

Mopes
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FUTFIELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured 4892839
JISI!
\I \ \ \

\\

I

\It \

special plat
•locally eened/operated
1739•1131 • 293-2783

2934784

JONES ROOFING CO.
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN OEPENO ON!
15 Years Experience
• Tear-Offs
• New Roofs
• Repairs
• Workmanship
Guarantee:41
Free
Phalan 71134313
Estimates!
Cab 2934314

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
, Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel, lg. &
sm wash rock. dirt, sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
right on Hopkins Rd.

753-9899 or 293-5914
530.
Senate Offered
2Fme
1
[
Free 2 year old
decanted and spayed
Siamese female cat
needs loving home
753-5250

WE laciallse Mar

HAITI 8IK l'HDAY for Thursday, April 24, 2008:
This year, extremes dominate in what appears to be all-or-nothing in
nearly all aspects of your life. Often you might be overwhelmed by
what you need to accomplish, yet you still manage to do what is necessary. Travel, education and different types of thinking and
lifestyles open up doors to your mind. What had been close to
impossible could happen, as you see life from a totally different perspective. If you are single, you might be drawn to someone quite
unique and different. Relating to this person will help you grow. If
you are attached, schedule a special top together where you can get
away from it all. You will need these downtimes together to fortify
your bond. SAGITTARIUS helps get down to the real issues, separating Rai from reality.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
***** The unexpected occurs. Listen to feedback and honor
the source sharing an important evaluation. Sometimes you might
3 101 Sr Hi 1/1.N
not be right-on; other tunes you are This person helps illuminate
753-8087
your path. Tonight. Opt for a new experience
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
***** True to form, you open a new door and change the
IM backl From Iraqi color of a situation. Use your dynamic thinking. A partner will Join
matters, in. which might not be exactly what you anticipated. Your ability to
Ouality
Paint & flow comes forward. Tonight' Quality time with a favorite person.
Robinson
Danny GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
Paper.
Robinson (270)226- ***** Others run the show but in a manner you can work with.
9295
Still. a boss or someone you look up to could be most unpredictable. Know that you cannot change this person, and act
accordingly Defer as much as possible -- for now. Tonight Say
yes
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Easy does it You might be pushing someone too hard How
you find out might not be exactly comfortable. Know how and
when to pull back. The unexpected occurs when dealing with matters at a distance Tonight, In the thick of things.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Take a cue from Taurus when dealing with others. You
might tend to scatter a bit too much for a loved one's taste This
person might express his or her dismay in a nonsensical style
Investigate opportunities. Tonight: Ever playful.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Stay close to home if you want. In fact, you might accomplish more if you pull back some Investigate alternatives. Your
I II \
ability to understand others evolves if you go within for answers.
I \\\11 llti
Use water to soothe fried nerves. Tonight: Easy does it
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your ability to move a situation forward needs to manifest. Surprising twists and turns stop people nght in their tracks.
How you explain your version of a project can sway many people
to your thinking Tonight With pals
mowing,
LAWN
SCORN()(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
mulching, landscap*** As tempting as a risk might seem, a backfire is likely. Opt
ing garden thing
for the tried-and-true, even if you think it is boring It will work far
293-8662
better than you realize. A child could act out in a seemingly irrational manner. Tonight. Ever playful.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov 22-Dec. 21)
**** Funnel your impact where you can make a difference and
not whore it could be provocative. Consider the fact that you have
a limited amount of energy and time Use it well Your intuition
kicks in Tonight As you wish
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might feel that way too much is happening far too
quickly. Make inquiries and ask questions The time is perfect tor
evaluation, not for action Get as complete of a picture as possible. Tonight: Curl up with a good book.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Zero in on what you feel could be important. Your handling of a personal matter could change once you recognize a
heavy limitation. Investigate options before committing any
MOWING and trim- resources, time or money. Tonight. Zoom right in.
ming, reliable, sched- PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
uled Steven 767-9178 *** Your creativity bursts forward because of an unpredictable
event. You can hold together an important meeting where others
could react strongly, if you want. Your intuition comes through
when dealing with a boss or higher-up Tonight: A must appearance.

JOE'S JOBS

SEMI-RETIRED
Carpenter,
R.L. Woods, 753-9440
Start rmmediately

BORN TODAY
American architect John R. Pope (1874). artist Willem de Kooning
(1904). English novelist Anthony Trollope (1815)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at httpdhvww.jacqueIlnebigar.COM.
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LeeldelBack
10 years ago
Published Is picture of Craig
Fox of Hazel digging a footer through rock-hard ground
preparing the area for a new
driveway_ The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Elizabeth Gorthied is instructor for a scrapbook seminar
now being held at Murray State
College Collins s Center of
Industry and Technology.
Births reported include a
boy to Deanna and Robert
Kit-stern and a girl to Tracey
and Sean Kelly, April 16.
20 Years ago
Debbie Rutledge, senior at
Murray High School and daughter of Richard and Rebecca
Rutledge. is one of 1,800- academic champions chosen to
receive National Merit $2,000
scholarship in the 1988 National Meru Scholarship Corp.
A reception honoring Dr.
Alice Koenecke on her retirement from the department of
home economics at Murray
State University will b e April
30 in the social area on the
second floor of the applied sciences building north, MSU.
Births reported include a girl
to Nancy and Richard On-.
April 19.
30 years ago
Published is picture of a
tank car containing an extremely fianunabie and highly toxic
chemical, derailed here shortly after midnight on Industrial Road. The photo was by
Staff
Photographer
Gene
McCutcheon.
Dr. Constantine Curris, president of Murray State University, will be the speaker at the
annual banquet of Murray Chapter of National Secretaries Association in observance of Secretaries Week on April 24 at

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 23,
the 114th day of 2008. There are
252 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
April 23. 1564, is believed to
be the birthdate of English poet
and dramatist William Shakespeare;
he died 52 years later, also on
April 23.
On this date.
In 1789, President-elect George
Washington moved into the first
executive mansion, the Franklin
House, in New York.
In 1791, hints Buchanan, the
15th president of the United States,
was born in Franklin County, Pa.
In 1896, the ‘itascope system
for projecting movies onto a screen
was publicly demonstrated in New
York City.
In 1940, about 200 people died
in the Rhythm Night Club Fire
in Natchez. Miss.

1"
1131'Y 13IL

the University Branch of the
Bank of Murray.
40 years ago
First District Congressman
Frank A. Stubblefield was presented the "Gold Medallion"
symbolic of the contributors in
agriculture during the last 9
1/2 yeas as a member of the
Agricultural Committee of the
United States Congress, by the
Federal Land Bank System in
Murray.
Mrs. Ray Brownfield, guidance counselor at Murray High
School, was speaker at a meeting of the Murray Business &
Professional Women's Club held
at the Murray Woman's Club
house. "Personal Development"
was the theme of her discussion.
50 years itgo
Elected as officers of the
Murray High School Unit of
the Parent-Teacher Association
were Mrs. William Nall, president; Mrs. Ted Clack, vice president; Mrs. Edwin Larson, secretary; and Mrs. Frank Dibble,
treasurer.

R. Pierce McDougal of Murray has been elected to membership in the American Angus
Association of St. Joseph. Mo.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith.
60 years ago
A transaction was completed in which First Methodist
Church of Murray purchased
the home of Fred Workman at
North Fourth and Olive Streets,
for a church parsonage, according to Max Hurt chairman of
Board of Stewards of the church.
Dorothy Sue Stubblefield,
junior at New Concord High
School, has been elected to
represent the school at Girls
State in Lexington, June j316.

In 1958, the film noir thriller
"Touch of Evil," starring Charlton Heston, Janet Leigh and Orson
Welles, who also directed, was
released
In 1968, the Methodist Church
and the
Evangelical
United
Brethren Church merged to form
the United Methodist Church,
In 1969, Sirlian Sirhan was
sentenced to death for assassinating New York Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy. (The sentence was later
reduced to life imprisonment.)
In 1985, the Coca-Cola Company announced it was changing
the secret flavor formula for Coke
(Negative public reaction forced the
company to resume selling the original version).
In 1988, a federal ban on smoking during domestic airline flights
of two hours or less went into
effect.
Ten years ago: James Earl Ray,

COMICS / FEATURES
Suspicious daughter is wrong
about dad's 'conniving woman'
DEAR ABBY: I have been
divorced for four years. About
nine months ago, I met
a wonderful man who was
Widowed three years ago. We
have fallen in love.
The problem is his adult
daughter. "Wanda." She told
she
me
won't allow
some *conn
v ing
woman' to
get
her
hooks into
her father.
She
says
falling
in
Dear Abby love with
me is an
insult to her
By Abigail
mother's
Van Buren
memory.
Wanda made it plain she feels
I am with her father only
because I'm after his money.
Cecil is comfortable financially, although not wealthy.
Now that she's aware that
we have become serious, Wanda
has begun trying to instill guilt
and shame in her father. This
is exceedingly difficult for him
because Wanda is his only child.
What his daughter fails to
understand is that I am secure
financially. My home is paid
off. I have assets and investments, a comfortable income
and a future pension. I would
be proud to become Cecil's
wife, but if he were to ask
me to continue our relationship without marriage, I would
stay with him. Furthermore, if
he proposed and wanted a prenup, I would gladly sign one.
I stand ready to love not
only him, but also Wanda, if
she could only open her heart
to me -- not as a replacement
for her mother, but as a lov-

the ex-convict who'd confessed
to assassinating the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. in 1968 and then
insisted he'd been framed, died
at a Nashville, Tenn., hospital at
age 70
Five years ago Global health
officials warned travelers to avoid
Beijing and Toronto, where they
might get the SARS virus and
export it to new locations. U.S.
negotiators met with North Korean and Chinese representatives in
Beijing for the first three-way meeting by the governments since the
Korean War.
One year ago. Boris Yeltsan,
the find freely elected Russian president, died in Moscow at age 76.
Congressional Democratic leaders
agreed on legislation requiring the
first U.S. combat troops to be
withdrawn from Iraq by Oct. I.
2007. with a goal of a complete
pullout six months later

IE

ing, caring friend. What she
does not know is that her parents never had the happy friarnage she thought they did. They
stayed together largely because
of her.
What do you advise? I don't
want to have to walk away
so Cecil won't have to lose
his daughter -- LOVES HIM
FOR ALL THE RIGHT REASONS
DEAR
LOVES HIM:
Unless Cecil wants to spend
the rest of his life alone in
order to please Wanda, he has
some serious thinking to do.
He fulfilled his marriage vows
and is entitled to a full life.
He should make that clear to
his daughter, who appears to
have some growing up to do.
So stand your ground, and
be prepared to lay all your
cards on the table. I can't
promise it will completely allay
Wanda's concerns, but it mii,ht
put some of them to rest. If
that's not the case, then so be
it.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I have made
a decision (at least for now)
not to date or try to find a
husband. The reason is my
fear that I would repeat my
parents' horrible, abusive marriage. They're still together -I have no idea why -- but
that's another issue. I have
decided the abuse will end
with me. I know that if I ever
met a really awesome guy and
did get married. I'd have a
hard time not repeating my
parents' marriage.
1 have told my parents, siblings, extended family and close
friends that I'm not looking
for a life partner. My problem is, they won't leave me
alone. Can you help :ne get
them off my back and allow
me to enjoy being single like
I want to? How do I fend off
these matchmakers? -- HAPPILY SINGLE IN TACOMA
DEAR HAPPILY SINGLE: Plta.3C remember that
your family and friends are
trying to fix you up because
they love you. So hang onto
your sense of humor when
they try to make a match. The
magic words are: (smile)
"Nope. Not interested.*
Considering that you had
such poor role models, your
feelings are understandable.
However, because your parents have had a terrible marriage is no guarantee that you
would, too. The surest way to
break the cycle would be to
discuss this subject with a
licensed mental health professional.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne
and was founded by her mother, Praline Manilla
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Disc problem causes
lower-back pain
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
lower-back pain and would like
your opinion about what I should
do. I had an epidural injection in
April 2006 but still have pain. I
also sass • chiropractor but couldn't afford to keep going. I have
enclosed the results of an MRI
of my lower
back I had
done in September 2006.
I am a 57y ear -old
female
DEAR
READER:
According to
the report you
sent me, the
MRI lavession reported
By
"multi-level
Dr. Peter Gott degenerative
di s c
changes." Taking a closer look at
the findings, I note that most of
your lower back appears normal.
Two of the discs show mild narrowing and mild to moderate deslso
s
discntaou

Dr. Gott

ischc:stsi,ra(15==game
central disc protrusion with slight
effacement of the thecal sac." This
lovely little gem of "rnedicalese"
simply means that one of your discs
has been squashed, causing the
soft inner part to bulge, which
has thinned an area of the membrane that covers the spinal cord
and contains the spinal fluid.
All in all, your MRI is not
had. I am, however, concerned
about the disc protrusion that has
caused thinning of the theca' sac.
Without treatment, this could worsen and lead to a hole in the membrane, causing the spinal cord to
be exposed and allowing it to be
damaged easily.
You have been in pain for
more than two years. You need
to make an appointment with the
physician who ordered the MRI.

He or she should then order a
follow-up MRI to see whether there
is new damage and to asses the
extent of the damage. At this
point, you should also ask what
treaumeni options he or she teeommends.
Don't let lack of money prvent you from seeking medical
treaunent. If you let this go, you
risk permanent damage and disability. If your physician as unwitlins to make payment arrange.
ments and/or lower his or her
fees, find someone who will You
may also wish to try to get tern.
porary medical assistance through
your local department of social
services.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
taken about 10 cruises in my life-.
time. When 1 return home, I caperience the sensation of motion
when sitting, standing, walking
and even when lying in bed. Is
there any medication I could lak.e
to eradicate this sensation't
DEAR READER: Some peoplc who enjoy open-ocean cruistag find that walking normally in
impossible once on board. This
causes them to compensate for
the seawater movement. This ability to adapt is beneficial, especially for cruises that last more
than a few days. However, once
the cruise is over, many people
have difficulty walking on firm
land again. This is because the
brain has not made the transition
from sea to land and thus tells
the body to walk as if aboard
the ship. It may take several days
before the transition takes place,
leaving people wobbling around
and occasionally feeling nauseated and unsteady.
Many people have had success treating this sensation with
motion-sickness medications such
as prescription Antivert and overthe-counter Dramamine. I suggest
you try one of these medications.

Ceitrintiltidve
The Infernal Optimist
North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORT11
•10 5 32
•AQJ 75
•K 10
•K 5
WEST
EAST
•Q 7 4
•1 9
W !O9
•K 6 4 3 2
*19 8 7 4 2
•5
*(1 7 6
•10 4 3 2
SOUTH
•A K A 6
•8
•A (,)6 3
•A 19 ft
The bidding:
North
East
South
Writ
NISN
I.
Pass
1•
Pass
Pass
4 NT
2•
5•
Pass
6•
Opening lead -- seven of diamonds

West led a diamond, won by
dummy's ten, and South plsyrd a
low trump to thc ace on which West
produced the nine. Use Polish
declarer, obviously a chronic worrier,
was afraid the rune might be a singleton, so to cover this possibility, he
led the us of spades toward
dummy's ten at trick three. This
would bust limited East to one
trump trick had he started with the 0j-7-4 of spades
In the ached cane, bough, South's
cautious approach h.ck8rrd when
West *OA Seth the jack and led•second diamond, ruffed by East for
down one Declarer's attempted
safety. play thus lost the slam by
making allowance for a 4-1 spade
division (which dad not exist) as
opposed to guarding against a 6-!
diamond division winch did exist).
At the second table, the Chinese
South adopted a much more happy Some players haven't a care in the go-lucky style in both the bidding
world and let nothing bother them. and the play The bidding was:
while others, like Atlas. carry a
North
East
Seeds
West
whole world ii worries on their
I.
Pass
IC
Pass
shoulders Consider this deal played
2•
Pass
6C
in a match betweim Poland and
Here, too, West led a diamond,
China.
taken by the ten Declarer then
Al the nest thble, the Polish
played • spade to the ace and North-South pair gist to six spades on
without • care in the world
conthe bidding shown. Four notrump tinued with the king. As a result, the
was Blackwood, and five diamonds only trick South lost was a tnimp,
showed one are
and he easily made the slam
Tomorrow: Good p-nnerihm defense.
i.ifottutnle.weis,sheess
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ACROSS

46 McClurg

1 Plumb crazy
5 Sales person
8 A Kararnazov
12 Gemstone
13 /Aerodrome

of sitcoms
47 Badges and
such
49 Publicity
51 Heidi's
mountains

14
15
16
17
18

shout
Softball team

Muslim mystic
Function
Goat cheese
Prima time
hour
20 Shady nook
21 Cloud-seeding

compound
24 Fords a river
27
28
31
32
33
34

Rent out
Martini base
Remote
Apple goody

Thin necktie
Last degree
35 Region of India
36 Taunted
37 Doing f•UM111
39 Faint traces
43 Urban transport

PCANILJT-S:60

I
I

DON'T ugt.1T VP
FOR ME I'M
GOING OUT TO
PLAY A LITTLE
MION161.1T
BASKETBALL .

WELL, MAYBE A LITTLE
NOON BASKETBALL..

52 'CmcDundee's girl
53 Aloud
54 Reduced
55 About hail of us
56 Sc.boul period
DOWN
1 Part of UCLA
2 Beethoven
piece
3 — au lett
4 Noted Hamlet
portrayer
5 Without corners
6 Codgers

queries
7 'The Telltale
Heart' penner
8 Fads
9 Outlook

Answer to Previous Puzzle
NEM GRAD OM
UMBO Mg@ UMW
MESE] MUIRROWO
IRMA ODOM
OarlD MG WM
MO ammo CIEI

RniNnii
LJ
0 grog
MOD

IARIM0 CIRDE1E1
ENDflMcZIJ OPEODICI
MOO
ME MOO
4-23 2" 2008 United Feature Syndicate Inc
10 Food the kitty
11 At hand
19 Dawn goddess
20 Put money on
22 Wooden horse
saga

23 Kilo or Joey
24 Sallow
25 Rudder's
place
26 Morse syllable
28 Sea dog
29 Seine rnoorage
30 Go-ahead
32 Husk
33 Honcho
(2 wds )
35 Balloon filler
:16 Veldt grayer
38 Peer Gynt
creator
39 Gel well
40 Still
41 Puppy bites
42 Hardy heroine
44 Bronte heroine
Jane -45 Train
for boxing
47 Doctrine
48 Proper, as
respect
50 Graceful tree
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Ace In The Hole
NEWCOMB COMES FROM BEHIND TO TAKE TOP HONORS

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & limes

Nick Newcomb watches his drive on No. 13 Monday at the
Country Club of Paducah in the second round of the OVC golf
tournament. On Tuesday, Newcomb took home individual
honors after being behind by two strokes when his day started.

By MSU Sports Information
Murray
State's
Nick
Newcomb didn't know it, but his
tee shot at the second hole of
Tuesday's final round of the Ohio
Valley Conference Men's Golf
chiunpionship was a stroke of
genius. Playing the par-3 185
yard hole, Newcomb hit what he
described as a "knock down five
iron." and it went into the hole on
the fly for his first career hole-inone in tournament play.
Newcomb's ace propelled him
to a final round two-under 70 and
total score of 216 and a one
shot victory over OVC Golfer of
the Year Phil Hendrickson.
"When that shot went in, I just
tried to keep my cool because we

THOROUGHBREDS BASEBALL

still had a lot of golf left to play,"
"When Nick came here last
Newconib said. "But after that, I tall his goal was to win the OVC
didn't hold anything back the rest Championship," Hunt said. "Fm
N/IIS MO III at Murray Stassis poet
OVC ehemplane
of the day. I had to try and make happy to see him do it. and to do
Illefettam
something happen. I was able to it against the best player in the
MI Otinem
play well and only had one bogey league, that's impressive."
Non NAN
the rest of the round."
In a neat twist of irony.
Newcomb took the lead for Newcomb is the rust MSU playgood when he made birdie at the er to win the OVC title since
how Grew
atemeen Amon
17th hole, he made a routine two- Brandon Henson did it for the
Mak Nome*
putt par at the 18th to take the Racers in 2(8)1. Henson,
OVC title.
Newcomb's first cousin walked ly aiid triends lending support alPt
As a team, the Racers finished along the same track at the day long
"It was huge to have all the
second in the OVC final to Country Club of Paducah, Ky.
Eastern Kentucky. If the Racers today where he won the title family and friends there today,"
Newcomb said. "My whole fanicouldn't win the team title, the seven years ago.
medalist championship for Nick
Newcomb's scores in the ily was there and I have a bunch
of friends to took off work to
Newcomb was the next best event were 75-71-7216.
thing for MSU Head Coach
Newcomb, who is a native of come and support me. Some of
Eddie Hunt.
Benton, Ky., had plenty of farm- our Murray State teammates
See OVC,2C
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PREP SOFTBALL ROUNDUP

'Breds beat up
by Ole Miss in
sixth inning
PERCONTE HONORED BY
COLLEGEBASEBALLHUB.COM
By MSU Sports Information
No. 21 Mississippi withstood a pesky Murray State ball club
before breaking the game wide open in the sixth inning en route
to a 15-5 victory Tuesday evening at Oxford-University Stadium.
Ole Miss(26-15) got on the board quickly as each of the first
seven hitters in the lineup reached base in the firsi inning. The
Rebels got RBI base hits from Logan Power, Zack Miller and
Kyle Mills before Logan Williams delivered A two-run single
down the left-field line.
The 'Breds (14-21; got one run back in
ijs,Damel
Miller and Elliot Frey drew back-to-back one-out wall before
Miller scored on a fielding error by the shortstop off the bat of
Blake Helm.
The Rebels got the run back in the home-half of the inning as
Fuller Smith blooped a single to right field and stole second.
After advancing to third on a groundout. Mills plated the runner
with a sacrifice fly to nght field that was misplayed.
MSU found its offense in the fourth as they loaded the bases
with no outs on a fielding error, a single to right by Chris
Craycraft and a walk to Matt Hon. Kyle Tiernan drove in a run
with a groundout to first before Miller plated two runners with a
single to center.
The Rebels were able to break the game wide open in the sixth
as they sent 13 hitters to plate and pushed across nine runs on nine
hits, highlighted by a two-nin home run to right center off the bat
of Fuller Smith
The 'Breds got another run in the eighth as Wes Cunningham
heat out a one-out bunt base hit. With two outs, Andrew Cella
singled to left to put runners on the corners. Hon drove in the runner from third with a hard single back through the box.
Matt McGaha(2-1)took the loss after giving up nine runs on
13 hits over 5.1 innings.
The 'Breds return to the diamond on April 26 when they open
a three-game series against Morehead State. First pitch is set for
I pm. at Reagan Field.
II Pomade Nimrod by Collapilaselballlab.cem
Murray State senior right hander Mike Perconte earned his
second honor of the week as he was named the
CollegeBaseballHub.com Heartland Region Pitcher of the Week
for the week of April 21, the website announced late Monday
evening. Earlier in the day, Perconte was honored as the Ohio
Valley Conference Pitcher of the Week.
Perconte (Lisle, Ill.) earned the honor after tossing a completegame eight-hit shutout in the series-opening victory over Eastern
Kentucky on April 19. He walked one and struckout seven in the
118-pitch performance. He wiggled himself out of a one-out
bases loaded jam in the first with a strikeout and a come backer,
and allowed only two other base runners to get into scoring position the rest of the game.
The victory improved Perconte to 2-4 on the season with a
5.72 ERA in nine appearances, eight starts. He struckout 41 in
45.2 innings. The complete game was the first on the season and
the ninth of his career. His last CG was a two-hit shutout against
Tennessee Tech on April 28.

WISER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
Morgan Graham slides safely underneath the tag of Calloway County's Whitney Garder in the sixth inning Tuesday at
Murray High School.

CCHS draws first blood
LADY LAMERS TAKE 9-3 VICTORY IN FIRST OF TWO ROUNDS AGAINST LADY TIGERS
By KYSER LOUGH
Sports Writer
The Calloway County Lady Lakers hit
on all cylinders and quickly built a 6-run
lead in the fourth and fifth innings to eventually overtime the Murray High Lady
Tigers on the Tigers' home turf Tuesday
evening, 9-3.
The Lady Lakers struck first carly in
the game when Alyssia Cunningham sent
Jackie Metcalf home after Sam Butts and
Kristen Boggess advanced her around the
bases After a dry second and third inning
that saw only one hit from the Lady
Lakers, they added three runs in the fourth,
then two more in the fifth inning and never
looked back.
With Lady Lakers Kayla Cunningham
and Taylor Futrell on base in the fourth
with two outs, Metcalf pounded one that

brought both players home and sent her to
third. Metcalf was then brought in on a hit
by Butts. The fifth inning held two of
Bntutny Fox's four RBI as she brought in
Karlee Wilson and Torre Rogers.
The Lady Tigers staged a comeback
attempt deep in the sixth inning that saw
some excitement for Murray High. During
Kaitlyn Carpenter's at-bat Chelsea Hill
stole home for the Lady Tigers. Not too
long after, with Morgan Graham at the
plate for the Lady Tigers. Carpenter
snatched a run herself and stole home as
well. Lauren Dieletnan then proceeded to
bat Graham home to cap the Lady Tigers'
rally.
However, it just wasn't enough to build
momentum against a Lady Laker team that
kept aggressively pounding the Murray
defense.

"It was too little, too late," said Murray
High head coach Kyle Smith. "We played
a good game, but they just kept hitting the
ball. We have to play impeccable defense
against a good hitting team."
Calloway starting pitcher Ashton
Futrell gave the Lady Lakers a good start.
but WAS polled before the fourth inning due
to back problems. Whitney Gardner
replaced Futrell and pitched until the last
few batters of the sixth inning. when
Brittany Reynolds took the mound to close
out the victory.
"Whitney pitched well until the sixth)
inning and things fell apart on her, which
happens of course," said Calloway County
head coach James Pigg. "Brittany came in,
and one thing about Brittany is she's going
to throw strikes. We felt pretty comfortable
•See SOFTBALL.2C
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Tigers take one on chin again
MURRAY SUFFERS
Staff Report
A day after getting pounded
Marshall
County
by
in
Draffenville. Murray took it on
the chin at the hands of the
Marshals again Tuesay, this time
in a 13-1 loss at Ty Holland
Field.
The Tigers haven't been able
to regain their groove after their
six-game winning streak came to
an end over the weekend.
Murray has since lost four
straight and scored just five runs
over those four losses.

13-1

LOSS TO 4m DISTRICT RIVAL MARSHALL CO.

More importantly, the Tigers
now face an uphill battle in district play with an 0-2 record.
Marshall, on the other hand, is
sitting pretty atop the region
with a 13-1 record overall, an RI mark in region play and a 2-0
district record.
The Tigers are 13-7 overall
and 5-3 in region.
The
Marshals
broke
Tuesday's game open in the top
of the fourth inning, when a
bases-loaded triple by Austin
York stretched the lead from 3-0

to 6-0. But the Marshals weren't
done, either.
Another triple scored York
and another run came home after
two doubles. When the dust
cleared, Marshall had scored five
runs in the fourth and held an 80 lead.
Chess Volp got the start for
the Tiger. while Jordan Garland
and Tanner Richerson. Bradley
Cobb was a bright point on
offense for Murray, going 1 -for2.
Marshall scored 13 runs on

13 hits and one error. Murray
scored a run on three hits and
one MCC
The Tigers will try to rebound
when they travel to Carlisle
County on Thursday at 5 p.m.
Murray will face Crittenden
County on Friday at 6 p.m. in the
All "A- Classic in Marion. The
First Region champion Tigers
will battle the Second Region's
Rockets for a berth in the
statewide All "A- Classic held
May 3-4 at Applebee's Park in
Lexington.

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Marshall County's Cody Forsythe runs into Tiger third baseman Bradley Cobb after Cobb mishandled a hit in yesterday's
13-1 loss to the Marshals. MHS pitcher Chess Volps looks on.

SPORTS
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PREP TENNIS ROUNDUP

Seahawks cut
former Ft.
Thomas
Highlands star

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Laker senior Chris Conner beat James Royster in singles action Tuesday.

CCHS sweeps MarshaIls
Staff Report
The Calloway County tennis squads scored a
sweep over Marshall County Tuesday afternoon, winning in a 7-0 shutout in girls action
and taking the boys match 7-2.
Ott the girls side, the Lady Lakers swept the
five singles matches, winning one when a
Marshall County player retired after two sets.
The two squads played iwo doubles matches,
with Calloway taking both.
On the boys side. the Lakers took four of six
singles matches, hut the Marshals didn't go
down without a fight. Calloway had to rely on
tiebreakers to secure two of those victories. The
Lakers had an easier go of things in doubles.
svveeping Marshall 3-0.
In girls action. Amy Winkler beat Megan

Royster 7-5. 6-0. Clara Franklin beat Chaney
Starks 8-1, Sarah Taylor beat Megan Skees 8-3.
Teela Etheridge beat Alli Smith 8-4 and Carrie
Crouse beat Linsey Freeman 8-3,
In doubles, Taylor and Etheridge beat
Royster and Starks 8-4 and Franklin and Crouse
heat Skees and Smith 8-3.
In boys action, Will Blackford beat Matt
Shanklin 9-8 (7-I). Chris Conner heat James
Royster 9-8 19-71, Matt McReynolds lost to
Dexter Titsworth 8-2, Seth Fortenhery beat Will
Johnson 8-2, Logan Wallace beat Taylor Hicks
8-5 and Jake Darnell lost to Seth English 6-3.
In doubles. Blackford and McReynolds beat
Royster and Starks 6-1. 6-0. Conner and Darnell
heat Dodd and Titsworth 8-4 and Wallace and
Fortenbery beat Alexander and Craft 8-4.

Tigers rake in Class A rankings
events -- the 200 meter and 400 on March 20.
meter dash. Therrell sits in
Sophomore
Hannah
fourth place in the 200 with a McAllister ran the RX) meter
time of 23.34 on March 20 and dash in 13.24 seconds on March
also sits in fourth in the 400 with 20, good enough for seventh in
a time of 53.24. also coming on the state. C.J. Darcus, a senior,
March 20.
ranks eighth in the boys 100The...1,a4 Tigers -als444aiw
pelt datilrwith a time of 11.64
two relay %gads find theirPlacie
.ieccitidtilon March 25.
among the state's hest The 400
Two Lady Tigers came in at
meter relay netted a time of
53.64 on March 25 and the 800 eighth in their respective events.
meter team finished in 1:45.70, Sophomore Ania Phillips ran the
100 meter hurdles in 18.44 secalso on March 25.
Tiger basketball standout onds on March 25 and senior
Aaron Jones ranks sixth in the Addie Rigsby leaped a distance
triple jump. leaping a distance of of 32 feet. 0.75 inches in the
40 feet. six inches on March 25. triple jump on April 12.
The Tigers next take the track
Selina Lajaret also ranks sixth in
her event, the 400 meter dash, in at the Cnttenden County Quad
which she ran a time of 1:05.24 Meet on May

Locals turns in top finishes
at recent All Comers meet
Staff Report
Si iiiT,i
and
Callon ay
County: track squads went up
against schools front all over the
region at the Calloway All
Comers meet, held at Roy
Stewart Stadium last Thursday.
Local squads took home
mans first-place finishes:
•Calloway's boys 4 X 800
relay. squad captured first, turning in a time of 8 minutes. 42,7
seconds.
• Laker sprinter Jordan
Buntpu! netted a first-place finish in the boy s 100-meter dash,
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Los Angeles
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San Francisco
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Tuesday s Games
Milwaukee 9 St Louis 8 12 innings
Chicago Cubs 8 N V Mets 1
Pittsburgh 3 Florida 2
Washington 6 Atlanta 0
Cincinnati 8 1 A Dodgers 1
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Philadelphia 8 Colorado 6
Arizona 5 San Francisco 4
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MICHAEL DANN Lenge, Si Times
Murray State sophomore golfer Nick Newcomb Is pictured
with his individualist medalist honors with the OVC's
Tournamnent Director Jennifer Brost Tuesday following the
conclusion of the OVC Men's Golf Tournament
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From Page 1B
came out and it was just an awesome situation to be in."
As mentioned. MSU finished
second to Eastern Kentucky 874
to 893. After falling prey to a hot
EKU in day one when they fell
behind by 17 shots. the Racers
and finished the event with
scores of 305-301-287.893.
Their 287 was the best score of
the final round.
"We couldn't overcome the

J ;

"MTh,

first round deficit," Hunt said. "I .
thought we'd have a good shot at
EKII when we started, hut they
played a great first round and we
just couldn't catch them.Hunt also had parting praises
for MSU's lone senior Jerry
Price.
"Jerry shot a 69 in his final
collegiate round of golf." Hunt
said. "I'm extremely proud of
him.Price's 69 landed him in ninth
place in the field of 50 competitors.
()V(' Freshman of the Year
Cameron Carrico shot a 72 in the
final round and finished seventh.
MSU players Jared Wolfe and
Mitchell Moore finished 21st and
13rd.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
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New York
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Minnesota
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Cleveland
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Los Angeles
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11 t0524
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5
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From Page 1C
with it."
Reynolds indeed
threw
strikes and didn't allow any hits
from the four Lady Tiger hatters
that faced her at the end of the
game.
Murray's starting pitcher
Chelcie Winchester pitched all
seven innings against the Lady
Lakers, striking out three and
only walking one late in the ley
enth
Murray High Was led on
offense by Sarah Crouch and
Amanda Winchester, who each
went 3-for-4. Graham picked up
the sole RBI. The Lady Lakers
were led by Metcalf's 4-for-S.
and Fox had four RBI.
Pigg said the win over
Murray was a go.xxl one that will
help heading into a Friday tournament in Waverly, Tenn.
"Oh yeah, this helps,- he
said. "We had kind of a downer
yesterday with a loss to Lone
Oak 1-0, but of course we just
beat Christian County on
Saturday so we're up and down
like a roller-coaster ride.-

'flushing in 11.24 seconds. jump. leaping 18 feet, 9 inches.
Bumpus also finished first in the Garner also tok first in the triple
200-meter dash with a tune of jump at 40 feet, 7 inches.
24.25 seconds.
•Laker sophomore Tyrrell
•Murray won the boys 4 X Willis won the boys shot put
200 relay, turning in a time of with a score of 42'5 3/4.
1:39.94.
•Calloway won the girls 4
• Calloway's
Daniel X 8(X) relay with a time of
Hopkins finished the boys 16(1) 11:24.46.
meter run in 4:52.1, good
•Lady Laker Jenny Vincent
enough for first.
placed first in the girls 1600
•Laker Josh Lee won the meter run with a time of 6:06.4.
boys 3200 meter run in a time of
•Calloway's Takina Scott
11:18.
took first in the girls 32(X)-meter
• CCHS junior George run, finishing in 14:24.2.
Garner placed first in the long
• Murray High's Addie
Rigsby placed first in the girls
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
triple jump with a distance of 32
Lauren Dieleman connects
feet,
•Lady Laker Rachel Adams on this pitch in game action
won the girls high jump with a against Calloway County
distance of 5 feet. 2 inches.
Tuesday at Murray High.
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KIRKLAND. Wash 1AP)
Just a few years removed front an
MVP season and also helping
lead the way to, a berth in the
Super
Bowl, the
Seattle
SeAawks are moving on without
Shaun Alexander.
The Seahawks capped their
pionitse to, overhaul their running
gam,. h granting Alexander his
unconditional release Tuesday.
hours after doctors cleared his
surgically repaired left wrist for
spring minicamps.
Alexander, 30, completed just
two of the eight years in a ini2
million deal he signed in March
2006- two seasons of injuries,
ineffectiveness and incessant
boos.
-This is one of the toughest
decisions I'll ever have to make
and be a part of while with an
organization. At the same time.
you have to make these tough
decisions." Seahawks president
Tim Ruskell said.
The move was not unexpected
yet was still a thudding end to
Alexander's
pinnacle-to-pits
demise. It came Just over two
years after
Seattle
gave
Alexander the big contract in the
wake of hint becoming the franchise's only league MVP, setting
an NFL record with 28 touchdowns and leading the franchise
to its only Super Bowl in 2006.
Seattle begins anew with 26year-old running back Julius
Jones, signed to a four-year deal
last month after Marion Barber
took his lead job in Dallas.

LIPIZZANER S ALLIONS
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PREP TRACK ROUNDUP

Staff Report
Several Murray High track
and field athletes appear in the
latest Class A state track rankings. with one Lady Tiger holding a first-place score.
Cathenne Claywell. a freshman. scored a 5-foot-2 tagh
iump it the Marshall County
All-Corners meet on March 25.
giving her the highest jump
among small school athletes in
the state, two inches higher than
the second place jumper.
In all. Murray had three boys.
five girls and two girls relay
teanis place in the top eight in
their respective events in the
Class A rankings.
John Therrell placed in two

'Murray I,edger & Times

TV, radio
TODAY
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p.m.
TSPN - N V Yankees at Chicago
While Sox
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m
INT - Playoffs first round game 2
Atlanta at Boston
9:30 p.m.
TNT - Playoffs first round game 2
Denver at LA takers
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Brian Brohm thought he prepared for everything when he
spent three months getting ready
for the NFL Combine.
Yet all the weight lifting, all
the running and all the throwing
didn't prepare the former
Louisville quarterback for what
it felt like to stand in front of a
room full of grown men wearing
a nervous smile.
The scale during the weigh-in
at the combine in Indianapolis in
February didn't hold any mystery. Brohrn played at around
230 pounds most of his college
career.
What happened next though,
was perhaps the surest sign that
the whole NFL evaluation
process goes far beyond the
Wondertic test and the 40-yard
dash.
A few minutes after stepping
off the scale. Brohm received a
message from his agent. An
NFL. general manager had just
called to let the agent know how
much the GM liked Brohm's
body.
"It's weird for a guy to coinment on your body like that,"
said Biohm, failing to fight off a
blush.
Brohm couldn't help hut
laugh a little while telling the
story, out of relief more titan
anything. After months under
the microscope, the end to the
longest job interview of his life
is in sight.
The
golden
child
of
Louisville's first football family
— father Oscar and older brothers Jeff and Greg all played for
the Cardinals — knows he'll be
taken in the draft. Where at this
point doesn't matter, so long as
it's over, so long as he can focus
on moving forward instead of
hearing why teams shouldn't
draft him.
It's a refrain Brohm has heard
for the past year, ever since he
decided to return for his senior
season rather than become a
likely top 10 pick so he could
help the Cardinals make the
final step toward national
prominence.
Brohm's Heisman Trophy.
campaign ended sometime in
September after the Cardinals
stumbled from the Top 10 to out
of the polls on their way to an
underachieving 6-6 season
under first-year coach Steve
Kragthorpe.
Louisville's struggles, however, could hardly be placed on
Brohm. He posted career highs
in yards(4,024)and touchdowns
(30) while completing 65 percent of his passes.
After struggling with injuries
during his sophomore and junior
seasons, he played in all 12
games as a senior and seemed to
prove he was more than just a
product of former coach Bobby
Petrino's quarterback-friendly
system.
Yet when the draft begins on
Saturday. Brohm won't be in an
anxious green room in New
York sitting next to other top
picks in a perfectly tailored suit.
Instead he'll he at home with
friends waiting for the phone to
ring.
Why the sudden fall? Even
Brohm isn't sure, though he
knows plenty of other people
have their theories. He can't
help but come across some anytime he turns on his computer
and Googles himself.
"There's a lot of opinions out
there," Brohm said. "Everybody
wants to have their take on you
whether you think it's true or
not."
The majority of naysayers
focus on Brohm's arm strength
and mobility even though he finished second behind Delaware's
Joe Flacco in the competition
for strongest arm at the combine.
"I feel like I have good pocket presence.- Brohm said. "I
know how to get up the field
when I have to."
In his most trying season.
Brohm managed to stay healthy
and says the knee and shoulder
problems that plagued him early
in his career arc a thing of the
past.
"Teams always say they're
looking for that 6-foot-5 guy
with the strong arm," Brohm
said. "I know I'm 6-3, hut I
think I'm pretty much in that
mold."
Yet for a team looking to
make a significant investment in
his future, Brohm has learned
the process is going to he thorough and at times unpleasant

It's a refrain he keeps hearing
from everyone from his brother
Jeff - who spent several seasons kicking around the NFL —
to Kragthorpe to Carson Palmer
and Chris Redman.
Kragthorpe likened Brohm's
rollicking stock to that of Brady
Quinn. who spent an agonizing
draft day watching 21 picks go
by before the Clevelimd Browns
scooped him up at No. 22.
At least Brohm won't have to
endure Quinn's agonizing wait
in front of the frenzied fans and
the unblinking TV cameras.
Besides, if he gets drafted, he'll
already he ahead of Jeff Bruhn),
who had to make the San Diego
Chargers as an undrafted free
agent in 1994.
Eventually. Brohni knows his
opportunity will come. He
knows he'll make more money
the second he signs his contract
than most of his friends will
make in a lifetime. Though,
being the cautious guy he is,
he's still driving the same
Pontiac sedan he's had for a
while. The sports cars and the
commercials can wait.
"My buddies are telling tne I
need to go out and buy something. hut I think they just want
to ride in it," he said, laughing.
The money could have been a
little bit better, his draft stock a
little higher. the car a little
shinier if he'd left after his junior season. Brohm, however,
doesn't regret his decision to
stay at his hometown school. .
"I hived my time here, last
year included," he said. "It's
time to move on. One of my
dreams since I was little was to
play for Louisville. Now I'm
ready to move on to the next
one."

JAMES CRISP / AP
Louisville quarterback Brian Brohm releases a pass during the
first half of a game against Kentucky in Lexington last season.
The golden child of Louisville's first football family — father
Oscar and older brothers Jeff and Greg all payed for the
Cardinals -- knows he'll be taken in the draft. Where at this
point doesn't matter, so long as he can focus on moving forward
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Titans looking to provide
Young with more help
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP)
Vince Young has an offensive
rookie of the year award and a
playoff appearance in his first
two NH.seasons.
His offensive numbers in that
time'' Well, he can run really
well.
And while Young has had
memorable moments as a passer.
he's not had nearly enough (if
them. That's why the Titans
announced after a 17-6 wild-card
loss to San Diego that their offseason focus would be improving
the offense.
They have been busy in free
agency, and now the Titans prepare for the NFL Draft with their
firsit-round pick. No. 24 overall,
likely to he used on offense.
General manager Mike Reinfeldt
say's Tennessee wants to continue
adding playmakers.
"If one were looking for a
playmaker, you could argue
we're in a good spot to get a pretty good guy at 24," Reinfeldt
said.
Tennessee already has signed
tight end Alge Cnimpler, given
receiver Justin Gage a new deal
and brought back receiver Justin
McCareins for a second stint.
Coach Jeff Fisher fired Norm
Chow
and
lured
Mike
Heimerdinger back as his offensive coordinator.
"We feel like we've got a
good start," Fisher said.
Now do the Titans start off by
drafting a receiver? This franchise has drafted only two
receivers in the first round in its
48 previous years and none since
Kevin Dyson in 1998. But the
Titans could use a speedy receiver to stretch the field, giving
Young more room to operate.
"There's a lot of very talented
offensive skilled players in the
draft, and there are going to be

many talented skill players
selected in the second day that
can have impact and contribute
almost immediately for a lot of
clubs." Fisher said.
The Titans have tiled finding
receivers through quantity. taking
seven in the past three drafts with
rnitric
i:rici selected before the third
They have size in the 6-foot-4
Gage, who had 55 calches for
750 yards. Mike Williams. at 6-5
and the 1($h pick overall in 2005,
isnievt
p )
i ni the roster as a reclamation
Roydell Williams blossomed
late and had 51 catches before
breaking his ankle in practice
before the playoff game.
Brandon Jones had 21 catches
before being placed on injured
reserve with a groin injury in his
third season. and Paul Williams.
a third-round pick last year. never
got on the field.
Reinfeldt said a receiver with.
speed is something they would
look for in the draft — but so is
everyone else.
"Whether we would be able to
get it where we are would he
another issue." Reinfeldt said.
Young tried to pump up his
receivers last year, working with
them and constantly expressing
confidence in them. But he had
only one 3011-yard passing game.
and that was in a loss at Denver
when Jones dropped a would-be
TD.
Only five NFL teams threw
for fewer yards than the Titans,
who had 2.878 yards passing. No
one was worse than Tennessee
inside opponents' 20, scoring
touchdowns only 16.4 percent of
the time with 20 TDs on 55 such
chances. They went 10 games
without a TD pass, and their nine
touchdown passes were the
fewest by a playoff team in a 16game season.
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The purchase price will be
reduced by a percentage equal
to double the sales tax rate.
Applicable sales tax will be
added to the reduced purchase
price, in accordance with
appliable state laws.
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SPECIAL
SAVINGS
.NEW

Peppers Chevrolet,
Cadillac, Pontiac,
GMC, Buick litz?*

2008 Dodge 1500ST
# 2008 GMC Sierra 1500
Reg. Cab 2WD MSRP
2WD Crew Cab
$22,460
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebates
Owner Loyalty

Silt itCT5032
• V-6 • AC •40/20/40 Cloth Seat
• f, Sp •17C • A1WF M/CD

- 1,962
5.500
- 2,000

12,998

•

402008Dodge 1500Quad ST2WD
.er
V_6

• Auto

$27.835
- 2,8.47
J- 5,500
-2,000

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebates
Owner Layaky

Sit taCT8174

97,488°

• AC •40/20/40 Cloth Seat
• T/C • AM/FM/CD

Stk iGT8044

Your Price

Stk. liCC8157
• Auto • P/W
• AC • P/L

$19,325
- 1,337
-1,000

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg Rebates

410

,

tiCC81114

$22,050
- 1.162
- 2.000

,996

4S,

2009Dodge Journey SE
•
$20.015
- 1,026
- 1,000

97,989°

Silo IPCT9004
Auto. • AM/FM/CD
A/C
Phan Ice
OMNI
likesimr 'AI ores Ow 114 sisIra
.1•1101141.45.1401•11521molhd()OW Ile
Isomitlasitimpd Gm* Ow *ache Ms es*
.
"1::=Ii I I
Ow Lysol1=leer
illtill10111111111,11111.11111.01peron

Wiwi%

"Whateasser

IMMO t•be

der sr hark c

MSRP
$31,390
Peppers Disc
-2.223
-500
Rebate
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate...-1,000 **

Stk a OTS255

bur
• 2nd Row Captains Chairs
• hollering Package

667

27,

• Power Windows & Locks
• Dark Crimson Metallic

basis, 'V lints pas to sbe and keno *Aoki toxv dot ise rade Vstalss ease to pro sal
"OrmiNget warm alio curt,* ow'name* rorivarGM Atris Moines wain
Its si•amas vs stir GM Wats DIE
"Whatever it takes, we want to lie your car or buck

oi

$24,999*

or
0%** for 60 mos.
2008 Toyota Sequoias

Alley,

et 60 Mos.
at 3.9%**

• Spoiler
• 31 MPG Hwy.

2008 GMC
Acadia FWD SLE

abx
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebates

Auto.

Stk. it GC82l3

98,888°

• P/W • T/C
•
• CD

Stk. OTC9013

22,96-2.949:

Your Price $13
Competition Yellow
• Automatic
• Remote Start

42)2008 Dodge Charger SE

eV 2009 Toyota Camry
Hybrid

• Keyless Remote
• Chrome Grill

$16,680
MSRP
- 1,184
Peppers Disc
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate...-1,500 **

96,988°

• CD

Fr

All 40,2008 Toyota
Tundras In Stock
2008 Pontiac G5 Coupe S
'31000 Toyota Rebate

• 4.8L V-8 Engine
• HD hollering Equipment
• Power Windows & Locks

Cp 2008 Dodge Avenger SE
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg Rebates

Out Biggest Fish
hent her!

MSRP
S29,460
Peppers Disc
Rebate
- 2.000
GM Owner Loyalty Rebate -2,000 **

'

40

PEPPERS TOYOTA

All

2009 Toyota Corollas

vorZet 60 Mos.
at 2.9%**
ow *zee Po- ;Itg 7wv Stexikez
01silaleser

dorltn,rd: Rlbatss Osducts0
prices plus IL, rIle .0/
See Included Photos for ttluslration purposes pray
'•WItil approval Toyota Financial Services Credit

$64.50 doe

"Whatever inrries, we want to be your car or truck company."
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Jeep

Peers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2004 Volkswagen Jetta

2004 Lams RX330

2007 Mazda6

Moonroof,
49,000 Mlles.
Stk.* CP433

Moonroof, Alloy Wheels,
Tinted Glass, 27,000
Mlles.
Stk. *P6699

Alloy Wheels, PW,PL,
CD, 18,000 Miles.
Stk. *P6772

$22,867°

512,977°

514,847*

gigaftemusiimam 2003 Chevrolet Avalanche 250040

20O6 SAAB 93 2.011
T/C, PW,PL, CD, Leather,
35,000 Milos.
Stk. OP6743

515,919°

2001 Dodge Dakota SUP Crew Cab. T/C, PW, PL,
CD, 101,000 Miles. Stk. #P6698A
$7,685
1990 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme SL: T/C, PW,
PL, 129,000 Miles. Stk. #P6673A
$2,495

2005 linnuner H2 4x4
Heated Leather,
Moonroof, Chrome
Package, 56,000 Miles.
Stk. *P6786
•

527,633

67,000 Mlles, Leather,
Chrome Wheels, Lift Kit.
Stk. *P6713

1996 GMC Sierra SLE: Reg Cab, Short Bed, PW. PL,
T/C, 115,000 Miles. Stk. #GT8078AA
$4,995

5117,922°
2005 Honda Accord EX

2001 Ford F-250 Lariat: Crew Cab, 4x4, 7.3 Turbo

V-6, Heated Leather,
Moonroof, Chrome
Wheels, 45,000 Mlles
Stk. #P6790

Diesel, 128,000 Miles. Stk. #78312A....$16,798
2006 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 4x4: Heated
Leather, Moonroof, Chrome Wheels, 43,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6792
$16,896

518,648°

2005 Uncoln Town Car 2007 Jeep Wrangler Sahara 2007 Jeep Liberty 4x4
IP111.P"MrgaleitI

:
r
.
l
'. . .
jill
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117Wlippr.
.

Signature Limited,
Heated Leather,
Moonroof, 37,000 Milos.
Stk. CP418

14,000 Miles, Automatic,
Electric Windows.
Stk. St-CP430

T/C, PW,PL, CD, 16,000
Miles.
Stk. *P6765

520,866°

520,425°

513,915*

2006 Dodge Ram 15001RX4 2004 Ford F-150 FX4 Offroad 2006 Dodge Grand Caravan SXT
Oftroad, Crew Cab, 4x4,
Hen* Chrome Ned Bars.
20,000 Mlles
Stk. OCP438

4x4, Ext. Cab, Style Side,
30,000 Miles
Stk. CP432

Heated Leather,
Moonroof, DVD, Special
Edition, 65,000 Mlles.
Stk. OTC8275A

518,892°

17,948°

513,923*

'134adroh• Npoops ohs lax. tag end kende millions' 164 50 doc hoe Included
ROKTIAC.Ir
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'Wm fever it takes, we want fo be your car or truck company.
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2400 E Wood St •Pans • 642-5661._• 1-800-748-8816
www.peppersautomotive.com
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